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Regional cooperation on cultural heritage involves the national
heritage agencies of the Baltic Sea States. Their safeguarding
of cultural landscape and heritage takes place in a complex
operative environment with dense changes and high economic pressure. The IV Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage
Forum in 2010 processed these common challenges.

This photo collage illustrates some aspects of the themes
of the four Forum sessions: on environmental assessments
of historic buildings; on restoration of cultural heritage and
authenticity; on cultural heritage and contemporary architecture; and on cultural heritage as a public good and an asset
in local and regional development.
Photos: on the right - from Vilnius by Alfredas Jomantas; on top - from
Nurmuisa Estate, Latvia in 2010 by Marianne Lehtimäki; two photos
below - from Riga by Juris Dambis.
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Foreword
The 3rd Conference of Ministers for Culture of the Baltic Sea
States in 1997 stated that cultural heritage is an essential part
of the environment and an important factor for economic and
social development. The Ministers stressed the importance
of strengthening the common identity among the Baltic Sea
States. Reconnection of the region was a massive but necessary task where culture was seen as a uniting element. Special attention should be given to cultural heritage cooperation
that could balance the development gaps of management
and generate common heritage approaches.
The Monitoring Group on cultural heritage in the Baltic Sea
States (hereinafter MG) was appointed to identify, launch and
coordinate these regional activities. There has been regular
professional cooperation between state agencies in charge
of cultural heritage ever since. Political mandates for this
regional collaboration are given at the meetings of Ministers
of Culture of the Baltic Sea States. Since 2011, the MG has
acted as an intergovernmental working group of the Council
of the Baltic Sea States (CBSS) implementing its long-term
priorities on cultural heritage.
Thematic Working Groups form an essential part of regional
activities on cultural heritage. Working Groups on sustainable
historic towns, on traditional building material and maintenance in practice, on coastal culture and maritime heritage
and on underwater heritage carry out project activities and
practical cooperation between experts mainly from the national heritage agencies of the Baltic Sea States. Additional
thematic networking and seminars complete the regional
approaches. The Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forumevents are created as an arena for regional awareness raising
for topical themes and concerns.

The following abbreviations are used:
MG is used for the Monitoring Group on cultural heritage
in the Baltic Sea States.
CBSS is used for the Council of the Baltic Sea States.
BSS is used for the Baltic Sea States.
NDPC is used for the Northern Dimension
Partnership on Culture.
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The 8th Conference of Ministers for Culture of the Baltic Sea
States took place in Riga in 2008. The meeting stressed
long-term objectives of cultural collaboration. These objectives include, among others, safeguarding cultural heritage,
and paying particular attention to the enhancement of accessibility. The Ministers established a Senior Officials Group
for Culture in 2008 as a supporting link between political
decision-making and practical expert work. The Senior Officials Group for Culture and the MG shall prepare and submit
proposals for actions that should be taken at regional level
to the next Ministerial Conference.
The MG Chairmanship has rotated according to the Ministerial Conferences, in general in three-year periods. The
Lithuanian Chairmanship of the MG was launched for 20092011 after the 8th Ministerial Conference. This was followed
a short time after by the Lithuanian CBSS Presidency, starting on 1 July 2009 (till 30 June 2010). This CBSS Presidency
collaborated with the appointment of two MG-members
from the Government of the Kaliningrad Region, the Russian
Federation.
This report summarises the operative environment, main aims
and outcome of regional activities during the MG Chairmanship in 2009-2011. It describes how current regional activities
on cultural heritage have enhanced the MG vision and implemented current priorities for safeguarding cultural heritage at
the regional level.
Hereby we would like to integrate topical targets and concerns regarding sustainable management of cultural heritage
to the common regional agenda.

On behalf of the Monitoring Group on cultural heritage
in the Baltic Sea States,
MGDesk 2009-2011 c/o Department of Cultural Heritage
under the Ministry of Culture of Lithuania
Alfredas Jomantas		
Chair			

Marianne Lehtimäki
Consulting Coordinator
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“The Heads of Government stressed the significance of cooperation in culture
that encourages the preservation of cultural heritage, the strengthening of
regional identity, the growth of creative industries, cultural tourism, protection of
underwater cultural heritage, fight against the illegal export of cultural artefacts
and ‘black archaeology’. Climate change was defined as an overall target.”
The 15th CBSS Ministerial Session, Elsinore 4 June 2009

Taken as an entirety, the underwater heritage of the Baltic Sea represents remains from the first appearance
of man in the area to the present day – although climate change will alter the preserving conditions.

A stump with roots of pine that is a relict of a forest dating
back to 8500 BC. The forest was situated about 3.5 km
from the coast close to Juodkrante in Lithuania.
Photo: Žulkus.

Underwater archaeologists measuring fragments of the
parts of a 19th century ship close to Melnrage in Lithuania.
Copyright: Klaipėda University.
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A regional perspective on
cultural heritage assets
Although historic narratives are mainly constructed around
contemporary national states, a region seems to provide a
better-adapted arena for describing factual historical circumstances. This is correct even within the framework of cultural
heritage. The Baltic Sea region serves as an excellent example
of this, with its varying borders over centuries and vanished
or shrunken empires, and with diverse ethnic groups and
religions scattered over the region.
In the region, we share historic building materials, such as
wood, limestone, lime mortar and granite, as well as heritage
skills that were carried over the Sea.
Past trade routes, coastal traditions and cultural landscapes
up to cold war constructions document close relations.
Religious buildings of various denominations are tightly integrated with the winding political history of the area. Even
urban heritage in its rich diversity celebrates the cultural
connections and ideals cherished over the course of the
centuries.

The Baltic Sea itself is a paradise for underwater heritage.
The estimated number of wrecks is 100,000 due to extensive
sailing activity over the centuries and the absence of most
aggressive wood-consuming organisms.
Maintenance of values embodied in historic objects, cultural
landscapes and intangible heritage requires the involvement
of expertise as well as long-term measures and careful integration to society’s development.
However, ultimately safeguarding of cultural heritage is successful only when the communities themselves appreciate
and use its heritage and invest for its future. The same applies
to the regional level.
Keen MG cooperation during the past 14 years has been
constructing a regional perspective on shared cultural heritage assets. Still, sustainable use of cultural heritage as a regional goal can only be achieved by a common cross-sector,
public-private commitment.

Suomenlinna sea fortress and Helsinki city centre in winter
2010.The Suomenlinna-Sveaborg fortress mirrors some
aspects of the common regional character of cultural heritage. The fortress was built as a Swedish base for the archipelago navy in the 18th century. During the 19th century, the
site served the Russian Empire as a small closed Russian
garrison town guarding Helsinki, since 1812 the capital of
the autonomous Grand Principality of Finland. After Finnish
independence in 1917, military forces and industries were
located on the islands. Appreciation of the heritage values
of the fortress focused for a long time solely on the monuments dating from the Swedish era. Today, the Swedish,
Russian and Finnish layers of heritage are protected and
nominated as a World Heritage Site in the possession of
the Finnish state. Original documents of the fortress are
situated in archives in Sweden, Russia and Finland.
Photo: Suomen Ilmakuva Oy
Copyright: Governing Body of Suomenlinna.
Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6
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“The diversity of culture, languages and traditions of the Baltic Sea area are
developing a new kind of cultural heritage: that of living together.”
Reflection on the concept of “Balticness”
Handout of the 3rd DG IV Transversal Project Meeting, Visby 14-16 March 2003

Cultural heritage today involves not only collections of artefacts, archaeological items, ancient buildings and
historic settlements. Intangible heritage; rituals, traditions, heritage skills among others, are considered as
essential ingredients of cultural heritage to be safeguarded and valorised.
Inhabitants taking part in a Shrovetide celebration in Vilnius.

A well maintained old window in Visby, Sweden.

Fish for sale at the covered market in Kaliningrad.
Photos: Alfredas Jomantas.
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MG long-term goals
for a regional cross-sector agenda
Regional cooperation on cultural heritage aims at the Baltic
Sea region where
...the genuine character and attractiveness of the region is
maintained and generated by careful identification, adoption
and integration of heritage assets into regional approaches at
all stages, from political processes, within the preparation of
programmes, to the operation and decision-making;
...common approaches enhance the safeguarding of cultural
heritage on a cross-sector basis, with upgraded competence
and efficiency as well as by sufficient resources;
…measures for mitigating climate change and other unwanted environmental changes are to be based on local
circumstances, while taking into professional consideration
heritage knowledge, traditional building materials and the
historic urban fabric;
…the potential of cultural heritage is perceived as a common
resource and an important factor when constructing regional
identity.
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“The intergovernmental cooperation on cultural issues among the BSS should
promote the regional identity and strengthen the contribution of culture to
sustainable development and competitiveness of the Baltic Sea region within
Europe and beyond.”
A Vision for the Baltic Sea Region by 2020for the 8th Baltic Sea States Summit

The EEA and Norway Grants is one of the financial programmes concerning the region where cultural heritage has been set as a priority area in most beneficiary countries. Regional relationships on cultural heritage
management have assisted well-tailored bilateral cultural heritage projects with reasonable targets and
competent partners.
Project “Restoration of Kuldiga District Museum and Establishment of Wooden Architecture Restoration Craftsmen
Workshop”. Workshop in Kuldiga with craftsmen from Latvia
and from a partner municipality Drøbak in Norway.
Photo: The Norwegian Embassy in Riga.

A project for the Väätsa manor created prerequisites for the
development of a primary school and visitor centre for the
Väätsa Rural Municipality. In the photo children are making
an art project outside their newly-restored school.
Photo: Directorate for Cultural Heritage of Norway.

The photo is taken at the EEA and Norway Grants project
LT0020, “Revitalising and teaching of Lithuanian traditional
handicrafts and restorers of wooden heritage in the Open-Air
Museum of Lithuania through the restoration of Aristavele
Manor House.” From the left: Reidun Vea, Directorate for
Cultural Heritage of Norway, Rasa Bertasiute, architect, Nils
Marstein, Directorate for Cultural Heritage.
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Operative environment for regional
cooperation on cultural heritage
The MG is composed of appointed executive civil servants
from national heritage bodies and respective Ministries. These
authorities implement legislation concerning cultural heritage
management and are in charge of policy-making. They carry
out and implement international conventions and recommendations, made for instance, by UNESCO or the Council
of Europe. These heritage institutions are engaged in collaborating with central national stakeholders and the general
public. Thus, they have a good overview of national heritage,
resources, actors and threats when developing strategies to
process current challenges.
However, topical challenges regarding protection and security of cultural heritage are seldom limited to national borders.
Global threats, just to mention climate change, severely affect cultural heritage. Current conditions of environmental
changes, such as new construction standards, technologies
and materials, colossal urban structures integrated in historic
surroundings, privatised historic urban spaces, rapid changes
of the function and ownership of historic buildings or short
term, intensified exploitations of heritage fabrics, require influential interaction and policies. Diversified directions made by
European Commission regarding other subjects, for example
agriculture, may result even in unscheduled and unwanted
impacts on cultural heritage.
Together with growing pressure on preservation circumstances, the concept of cultural heritage has widened considerably.
In addition to iconic heritage, post war sediments of urban

and cultural landscape, as well as new types of heritage,
such as industrial or traffic structures, are all appreciated as
important testimonies to our common past man-made world.
Today, access to cultural heritage is considered as a civic
right. Effective protection and enhancement of the environment require available information, shared responsibilities and
common open processes. A growing number of citizens and
voluntary organisations are engaged in safeguarding heritage
values in their daily environment, and ask for guidance and
protection measures from respective public servants.
Today, current greater social and environmental targets regarding cultural heritage and landscape have to be handled
with diminishing public resources. During the past decade, all
involved heritage institutions have faced, or are going through
profound restructuring or mergers and severe budget cuts. In
this context, sharing experiences of strategic streamlining for
effective approaches and policies is of the outmost necessity.
Even daily practices and the expertise of national heritage
agencies are upgraded by professional regional exchange
and widened perspectives.
In addition we need energetic efforts to validate sustainable
potential of cultural heritage in various structures and approaches that deal with the region. Thus, there are numerous
reasons to continue to exchange information and develop
regional solutions, to enrich heritage potential together and
thereby to generate creative contributions for prudent development of our region.

Both Norway and Poland have a lot of expertise to share
on wood conservation. The research inventory of wooden
architecture heritage is an EEA project of the Association
for the Development and Promotion of the Prodkarpacie
region in Poland. The Norwegian Partner is the Røros
municipality.
Photo: Rafal Siderski.
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A better access to cultural heritage can be enhanced for
example by cultural heritage education, proper exploitation
of cultural infrastructure and resources, combining different disciplines to safeguard the cultural landscape, by
digitisation and by enhancing creative industries to exploit
cultural heritage resources. Seven reconstructed houses
in the Viking proto-town of Hedeby in Schleswig-Holstein
illustrate these approaches.
Photo: Alfredas Jomantas.

In the photo some MG members on the jetty that was reconstructed according to scientific research. The jetty acted
as the central market place of this Viking settlement.
Photo: Alfredas Jomantas.

In the region we have Cold War monuments from both sides
of past political barriers. In the photos a well-equipped facility with a total area of 2,000 sq.m in the territory of the
Ligatne rehabilitation centre in Latvia, 9 m underground,
whose secrecy grading was only removed in 2003. The
bunker was built for the needs of the political and state
authority elite of the 1980s for state administration in case
of nuclear war.
Copyright: the State Inspection for Heritage Protection of Latvia.
More information on http://www.bunkurs.lv/pages.
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Regional framework
for MG activities
The geographical area of the Baltic Sea Strategy and that of
the political concept of Northern Dimension correspond to
the region covered by national MG institutions. Thus, the role
of cultural heritage assets in these approaches is of interest
for the involved networks.
The first Baltic Sea Strategy of the European Union enhances
a more 1) environmentally sustainable; 2) prosperous; 3) accessible and attractive and 4) safe and secure region. Cultural
heritage is mainly stressed as an attraction for tourism although there is a cultural heritage dimension in all these four
targets.
Several regional tourism organisations and events, such as
the Baltic Sea Tourism Forum and the Baltic Nature Tourism Conference, promote tourism as a common approach.
The MG has presented in these events those recommendations of cultural heritage sector for sustainable tourism that
were elaborated during the preparation and discussions on
the III Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum in Vilnius
2007.1
The National Heritage Board of Sweden is the first national
cultural heritage agency in the region that is commissioned
by their Government to play an active part in implementation
of the EU Baltic Sea Strategy together with other appointed
institutions. An upgraded concept of cultural heritage and
enhancement of sustainable exploitation of these social,
cultural and environmental assets could have great potential

if integrated to measures. The MG will follow this strategic
approach with keen interest.
In 2010, the Northern Dimension Partnership on Culture
(NDPC) was agreed as the fourth ND partnership. The NDPC
aims at developing financial instruments to support creative
industries. The MG has contributed to regional efforts by
providing heritage aspects for preparations of the NDPC approach.
The NDPC documents note that northern Europe has rich
cultural assets, interesting cultural heritage, cultural diversity
and a dense cultural and artistic productivity, which offer good
possibilities for developing a creative economy. Moreover, it
could be added that heritage networks and institutions are
also part of regional cultural infrastructure.
Current long-term priorities of the CBSS, namely environment; economy; energy; education; culture and civil security, are to be implemented by expert groups. In spring
2011, the MG joined the family of CBSS Intergovernmental
Networks as the only one with focus on cultural heritage.
The Nordic Council of Ministers and Barents Regional Council also operate in the geographical area of MG institutions,
though without specific activities or expertise on cultural
heritage. The CBSS Secretariat has acted as the coordinating body within cultural cooperation between these regional
councils.

1. The MG recommendations on enhancing sustainable cultural tourism were
presented at the IV Baltic Sea Tourism Forum in Sopot 17-18.5.2011; at the Baltic
Nature Tourism Conference 2011 in Riga 22-23.3.2011; at the III Baltic Sea Tourism in
Kaliningrad 4-5.11.2010 and on a Nordic-Baltic workshop “World Heritage, Tourism
& Development – How to use natural and cultural World Heritage for sustainable
development”, arranged by the Nordic World Heritage Foundation in cooperation with
the States Parties of Norway and Sweden, 14-15.10.2010.
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The basic questions are: “What unites us, what is common, which are
the differences and which are the course of events or cultural patterns that
are manifest in our heritage - whether landscapes, settlements, buildings,
monuments, ships, artefacts or traditions.”
Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States Report 1 Combined by the National Heritage Board
of Sweden and agreed by the Monitoring Group on cultural heritage in the Baltic Sea States in 1999

The wooden architecture connects the region to boreal forest, the world’s largest terrestrial biome. Some examples
of historic buildings; in Rostov the Great in the Russian
Federation, Reykjavik in Iceland, in Røros in Norway and in
Dieveniškes Regional park in Lithuania.
Photos: Marianne Lehtimäki.
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Priorities for regional heritage
cooperation 2009-2011
During the Lithuanian MG Chairmanship of 2009–2011, the
following tasks were established as priorities for the regional
cultural heritage cooperation in line with the political guidance of the 8th Ministerial Conference of Ministers of Culture
of the BSS:
To initiate and carry out intergovernmental and other regional
networking on cultural heritage and its management within
current frameworks.
Special attention is given
- to involve the Russian Federation in regional networking
in practice, and to establish contacts with neighbouring
countries;
- to strengthen the CBSS connections and dialogue with
other corresponding regional actors.
To spread information on cultural heritage and ongoing
MG activities to other relevant regional and international
stakeholders and to enhance integration of cultural heritage
concerns and promotion in the larger regional context.
To safeguard cultural heritage.
To enhance accessibility of cultural heritage.
To promote the genuine potential of cultural heritage to the
sustainable development and competitiveness of the Baltic
Sea region.

Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6
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Urban heritage is a fascinating part of the past man-made environment. It is combined of historic fabrics
and layers, town structures, buildings and architectural spaces as well innumerable dimensions of intangible
heritage, traditions and patterns. In the region, we have a representative selection of attractive examples,
from medieval stone and wooden town structures to contemporary architectural masterpieces. Different
sediments of town structure deepen the sense of time and of human possibilities.

A panorama of Riga, a genuine city of the region, taken
from one of its characteristic church towers.
Photo: Ivars Kukainis.

The historic town of Svaneke in Bornholm, Denmark.
Photo: Alfredas Jomantas.
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The MG vision for safeguarding
cultural heritage at the regional level
The region has a strong belief in own cultural heritage as an active component
to use in development. National governments are involved in safeguarding
cultural heritage so that their actions strengthen the ambience and attractiveness of the place and ensure the prudent development of the whole region.
The potential of cultural heritage assets is recognised at the regional level,
and infrastructures for strategic and practical collaboration between actors in
different sectors are ensured. Cultural tourism is agreed as the main regional
strategy for tourism development, where cultural heritage is used as a mechanism to understand the landscape, people and past of the region.
Cultural heritage education is an essential part of the curriculum and cultural
competence of citizens. It is also a visible and concrete part of regional exchange and common approaches.
The diversity and richness of urban heritage in the region are safeguarded by
integrated management with fluent communication and public participation,
thus contributing both to democratic development with active members of
communities and to the attractiveness of the region.
Historic characters and materials of the region are respected. This know-how
and know-what on historic buildings are implemented in restoration works
and adopted when implementing international, European and national legislations and policies on historic building stock. Public access to this information,
availability of traditional materials as well as the heritage skills and crafts are
ensured.
Interdisciplinary expertise for preservation of the interiors of historic churches
that are abundant in the region is exploited in order to provide a future for this
genuine heritage.
Maritime and coastal heritage, that valorise common connections, traditions
and components of regional identity, are recognised and exploited in sustainable ways.
The Baltic Sea will be declared a safe sea for underwater heritage.
Easier access to genuine sources is ensured by digitisation of cultural heritage.
Increased competence, fluent information flow and joint efforts reduce heritage crime effectively and enhance the education of tourists and entrepreneurs
in antique trade.
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Heritage can be used as a factor to establish the appeal both of our region and single places. Every country
in our region has diverse heritage to present. Regional perspectives of cultural heritage assets and on cultural
interactions of the past would generate an impressively rich variety. These assets could be exploited as a tool
for branding local distinctiveness and regional identity.

A photo of the ruin of St Karin Church in Visby, Sweden.

A present-day view of the landscape in Dubingiai that was
also favoured by the influential Radvila family of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania.

A glimpse of the interior of Saint Stanislas Church in Beržoras
in Lithuania.
Photos: Alfredas Jomantas.
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Sustainable principles
for cultural tourism
According to the Action Plan of the European Union Strategy
for the Baltic Sea Region, the sustainable tourism potential
of the region should be optimised by establishing an environmentally-friendly tourism strategy at the regional level. The
MG wishes to participate in this common effort.
The MG arranged the III Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage
Forum on cultural heritage and tourism in Vilnius 2007. Inspiring examples of socially responsible approaches to tourism
linked with cultural heritage were gathered all over the region.
During these processes, first attempts for regional recommendations regarding relations between tourism and cultural
heritage were elaborated.
As a result a dialogue with the tourism sector was launched.
The MG Desk has been invited on numerous occasions to
disseminate generated principles and concerns on relations
between tourism and cultural heritage. These principles are
published in the III Forum publication that is to be found as a
PDF on the MG homepage http://mg.kpd.lt/.
MG-contact person: Alfredas Jomantas
Department of Cultural Heritage
under the Ministry of Culture, Lithuania

The Monitoring Group`s report “Cultural heritage and
tourism Potential, impact, partnership and governance” is
a regional initiative to launch a dialogue concerning good
relations between cultural heritage and tourism.
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Lessons learned through cooperation in the process
of the III BSR Cultural Heritage Forum
Tourism and heritage experts represent different skills, both of
vital importance in developing cultural tourism. These sectors
need to bring together their respective expertise for a fruitful
progress of tourism. Infrastructures both for a pleasant stay
and site interpretations for monuments need further development. We need genuine communication, valorisation and
interpretation of heritage as well as integrated information on-

heritage assets. For that, the heritage sector needs to learn
from the expertise and experiences of the tourist sector. The
cultural heritage sector, in turn, can assist the sector in elaborating quality tourism products for all kinds of audiences.
The III Forum process generated the following principles as
our first input for elaborating a regional code of sustainable
practice in cultural tourism:

1
We can achieve a comprehensive rise in the quality and
diversity of tourist products and conditions of stay by
diversifying and recreating cultural heritage assets and
linking them to everyday life.

2
We can create a comprehensive approach to tourist
attractions if we interpret landscape as a story and
context.

3
Themes, sites and experts of cultural heritage compose a regional infrastructure to be explored.

Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6

In order to enhance local characteristics in tourist offers, all
stakeholders should exploit local skills, the habits of local residents, ways of enjoying life and socialising.
Tourist actors should assist entrepreneurs in developing local
brands for authentic food and beverages, and markets for them.
Thus, iconic heritage and monuments should be integrated with
local assets such as local products, traditional and contemporary craft and design, rural and cultural landscapes, traditional
and second-hand markets, folklore, traditions and contemporary performances.
To study the everyday environment with a fresh eye; explore how
it could be integrated and promoted.
Nature and the cultural landscape should be linked and interpreted, for example, historic gardens that are most iconic landscapes of the region.
These environmental assets and their accessibility should be
investigated in different scales; walk distances, cycle routes, and
public transportation routes and as components of national and
regional cultural routes.
Wooden heritage is a crucial and central theme for creating a cultural
route around the Baltic Sea since it is unique and under threat.
Promotion of environments that manifest the past and lifestyles
of the region: manor houses, historic spa and bath sites, open air
museums, medieval heritage including churches, urban fabric,
various buildings used for worship referring to e.g. the Teutonic
Order and Hansa towns. The region possesses a selection of
high-quality baroque ensembles, classical, jugend/art nouveau/
national romantic and 20th century architecture.
Historic trade and shipping structures. The maritime heritage
such as boats, lighthouses and fishing villages for tourism
around the Baltic Sea, sites of wrecks in the Baltic Sea, sailing
vessels and small boats in the Baltic Sea, Vikings around the
22

Baltic Sea, Hanseatic Routes, the amber route and the use of
amber and World Heritage Sites, can all be developed.
The military heritage manifested in numerous castles and fortifications give an interesting picture of the historic processes in
the area.
The richness of the underwater heritage of the Baltic Sea is
exceptional even on a global scale.
Heritage experts, maritime and other museum staff, stakeholders of historic ships, NGOs and associations dealing with heritage sites and themes, e.g. DOCOMOMO, produce professional
information on heritage to be exploited in tourism products.

4
A professional and democratic approach
multiplies success factors.

5
Cultural routes can be used as a working method.

The condition of daily surroundings has a direct impact on the
quality of life. We need to promote the significance of heritage
among the local community, and only after focus on tourism.
The improvement of the natural and built environment, including
proper maintenance and conservation measures, should bring
social and economic benefits for local communities.
Professional restoration and valorisation of heritage guarantee its authenticity.
Tourism promotion should enhance democratic participation
and public access to the cultural heritage.
A region with several common links both historically and geographically could attract visitors from abroad in a more coherent
way than single objects without other supporting attractions.
The role of municipalities in the creation of routes is crucial in
order to create cooperation with different sectors, as municipal
know-how and know-who are important.
To think wide, link resources and competences.
Sustainability criteria should also be one of the main targets here.

There are existing routes to be revived and exploited, for example:
The Hansa Tourism and Hanseatic Cities, which is the
major cultural route of the Council of Europe involving
16 countries. (http://www.hanse.org/en/hanse_tourism)

Pilgrim routes (The Route of Saint Olav Ways, CE Routes
involving Norway, Sweden and Denmark, Pilgrim route of
John Paul II in Lithuania)

Baltic Castles Route links 34 castles and fortresses in
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Northern Germany, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Russian Federation and Sweden.
(http://www.baltic-castles.org/portal/

The Route of Kings and Czars involving Sweden and
Finland (http://www.nordicexperience.co.uk/finland/summer/route-of-kings-and-czars)

Amber Route, a Polish approach links towns Gdansk,
Elblag, Malbork and Jantar.
(http://www.pl-info.net/poland/explore/history/amber.
html)
The 11 Baltic Sea States have altogether 94 WH sites,
including 15 historical towns and 17 natural sites.
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Within the framework of the Baltic Lighthouses there exist several projects and networks. For example,
http://www.cbss.org/Environment/baltic-landscapes.
The Agora 2-project is developing an online Baltic Sea
Heritage Tourist Information Service BASTIS,
http://www.bastis-tourism.info/index.php/Main_Page
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“One of the long-term objectives set by the Heads of Government and other
high-level representatives of BSS in Vilnius on 1-2 June 2010 was to safeguard
cultural heritage, paying particular attention to the enhancement of accessibility
to cultural heritage, especially for children and young people.”
A Vision for the Baltic Sea Region by 2020for the 8th Baltic Sea States Summit

In conjunction with the IV Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum, a seminar oncultural heritage education
“Time Travels as an Educational Method in Heritage Education” was arranged in the Tukums Museum. The
seminar introduced participants to the method of time travel with regards toresearch, organisation, learning
and role-play in theory and in practice. As a study case, the seminar participants played arrangements of the
first Tukums District Song Festival in 1928.

A role-play in front of the famous Naydam Boot.
Photo: Landesmuseen Schloss Gottorf, Schleswig, Germany.

Children working on a voluntary cultural heritage camp in
North-Eastern Poland.
Photo: National Heritage Board of Poland.

Participants of the seminar at a choir rehearsal.
Photo: Marianne Lehtimäki.
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Heritage as an inspiring part of
lifelong cultural competence
Cultural heritage education means both formal education
in kindergartens and schools as well as informal learning in
museums and cultural heritage sites. This education focuses
on the content of cultural heritage: on sites, monuments and
artefacts as well as on intangible heritage related to them.
It deals also with cultural heritage management: heritage
protection, conservation, values and meanings of cultural
heritage. Museums and cultural heritage sites act also as a
learning environment. Thus informal learning in museums and
at cultural heritage sites about all subjects is an inseparable
part of education.
Cultural competences enhance lifelong learning that is a necessity in a rapidly changing world. Heritage interpretation
and other heritage-related educational activities contribute
to perceiving and making sense of present complexity. They
increase the skills ability of children, and help them to reflect
and to understand values. Thus, in the entire region, access
to cultural heritage knowledge for children and young people
is a high priority.
Heritage institutions, museums and cultural heritage sites are
developing various new practices for educating the public.
However, the work done on a daily basis by the educators
is not analysed and structured to conceptualised methods.
Heritage institutions need to improve their skills in communicating their work to society. We also need an overview of
educational programmes in universities specialised in cultural
environment and heritage.

The network on cultural heritage
education in the Baltic Sea States
Main targets for networking are to exchange experiences of
gathered know-how and to support one another with easily
accessible information on methods for cultural heritage education. The cooperation aims at developing common knowledge
and the prospects of joint research and educational activities.
Strategic planning regarding cultural heritage education is of

common interest. Ways of engaging the decision-makers and
inspiring them to increase the means for future work in this
field also form a regional target.
In 2009 the Estonian Ministry of Culture arranged a workshop
“Children and cultural heritage education” in the framework
of the BSR cultural heritage cooperation. A project proposal
for the Mobility Programme of the Nordic Council of Ministers
was elaborated, but it failed to receive financing.
The Cultural Rucksack programme is a Norwegian success
story in cultural policies. The programme engages educational, cultural sectors, local authorities and departments in
counties and cities. It is funded by the national lottery. The
main idea is to engage pupils in direct use of local cultural resources – among them cultural heritage – with the teacher´s
assistance. Children benefit from libraries, archives and museums, take part in workshops, and meet local artists or historians. This national effort was presented at a conference
on cultural heritage education in Fredrikstad, Norway on the
occasion of the Norwegian chairmanship of the CBSS 2011.
According to the coordinators, children, teachers, artists,
and society itself successfully benefit from the programme.
The conference also concentrated on the assimilation of national
minorities and innovative museum presentation techniques. The
Norwegian Archive, Library and Museum Authority (today Arts
Council Norway) invited interested parties from the region to
participate in the conference, and share experiences on cultural
heritage education in the other Baltic Sea countries.
The Polish representatives presented “The Voluntary for
Heritage programme” led by the National Heritage Board of
Poland. Its main goal is to support the activities of third sector organisations in the field of heritage. The Lithuanian presentation focused on similar issues. All the presentations are
on the web site: http://www.abm-utvikling.no/tverrsektorielt/
internasjonalt/introductions-cultural-heritage-educationconference-7-8-april.html.
MG-contact person Brit Holtebekk
Arts Council Norway
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TIME/SPACE MATRIX (Time window)
The DIVE tool box for analyses of urban heritage was developed within the Working Group on sustainable
historic towns. The method is under testing period now. Discussing a city’s historical character, significance,
capacity for change and arena for action – within different time/space contexts – are important aspects of
the DIVE Approach.
Photos: Directorate for Cultural Heritage of Norway.

Urban Narratives
Time Dimension

Urban Narratives: Physical & Spatial Dimension
Urban Level 1

Urban Level 2

Urban Level 3

Urban Level 4

Tasks & Questions
Character
Significance
Capac. for change
Arena for action
Future
Present
Past
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Integrated urban heritage management based on
communication and public participation safeguards
urban diversity
Historic towns and architectural heritage in the region form
a strong attraction for residents and visitors. Safeguarding
this urban heritage is an important societal challenge. As
non-renewable resources, historic structures, spaces and
buildings are susceptible to the adverse effects of both too
much development pressure – and too little. While legal instruments, conservation policies and programmes ensure the
possibility for protecting urban heritage assets at national,
regional and local levels, the decision-making process and
public participation are equally important.

The working group´s topical project “Sustainable Historic
Town – Good for the Climate!” (2011-2012) is co-financed by
the Nordic Council of Ministers and Norway is the lead partner.
The project addresses the environmental sustainability of urban heritage resources, in response to demands from the EU
and national organisations to reduce energy use and carbon
footprints. Activities were presented at the IV BSR Cultural
Heritage Forum in Riga 2010. In Part 1 of the project, a baseline study establishes a common platform, while in Part 2 the
idea is to produce a small catalogue of best practice showing
examples of environmentally upgraded urban heritage.

Finding viable balances between continuity and change
are best achieved through integrated urban planning and
heritage management systems. These approaches rely on
multidisciplinary collaboration and knowledge of the interplay
between economic, social and environmental urban development factors. Integrated urban heritage management gives
people and organisations the opportunity to influence how
the historic resources of their daily environments are managed.

http://mg.kpd.lt/LT/16/Sustainable-Historic-Towns.htm
The BSR working group on sustainable historic towns
Chair and MG contact person Dag Arne Reinar
Directorate for CulturalHeritage of Norway

Earlier activities
The BSR working group on
sustainable historic towns
The activities of the BSR Working Group on sustainable historic towns have focused primarily on the improvement and
use of management tools, inventories, local building codes,
integrated planning and management processes.

In order to establish a common knowledge base, the
Working Group conducted a regional survey of national
urban heritage legislation, management tools and policies, financed by the NCM. Consequently, the group´s first
project, “Sustainable Historic Towns: Urban Heritage as
an Asset of Development” (2003-05), co-financed by the
Interreg III B program of the EU and with Finland as lead
partner, focused on the use and development of integrated
planning and management tools in urban development
planning.
In the follow-up project, “Communicating Heritage in urban development processes” (Co-Herit), co-financed by
the NCM and with Norway as lead partner, aspects of
the former project were taken a stage further. The main
outcome of the project, the DIVE methodology, is a tool
for analysing and understanding urban heritage resources
in integrated development processes. DIVE Guidelines
have been published in Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish and
English.
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The Working Group on coastal culture and maritime heritage explores the excellence of various maritime
museums in the region. The “Historic Ships” is one of the exhibitions prepared by the Working Group. The
exhibition presents the role of historic ships in society, their diversity, significance and challenges, their
preservation and maintenance, sources of information, relations between harbours and ships, people behind
historic ships, maritime education and training and tourism aspects. It was expressed in 12 posters, which
were printed in 500 sets. They are distributed to museums, cultural institutions, schools and libraries around
the Baltic Sea.
© Polish Maritime Museum in Gdansk, 2010.
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Maritime heritage and coastal culture
embody genuine regional identity
The Baltic Sea has been the main traffic artery in the region
and an important economic base. Interactions through trade,
fishing, agriculture and industry in the coastal areas over the
centuries have generated both similar traditions and maritime
heritage, essential for understanding our common identity
and history.
Today, the coastal culture is threatened in many ways. The
crisis in traditional coastal industries, depopulation and the
pressure of recreational activity has led to rapid changes in
coastal areas. In national and international coastal policies,
the cultural dimension is often a neglected topic.

has chosen a maximum of 15 historical vessels, which are
found either at the quayside or preserved on land. The listed
vessels are more than 50 years old, built or used commercially in either Baltic or North Sea trade, and of importance for
the history of seafaring in the Baltic or North Sea region. This
representative selection of preserved vessels used in our territorial waters promotes the value and importance of historic
ships to a wider audience and to decision-makers, and raises
awareness and understanding of restoring and maintaining
historic vessels.
http://mg.kpd.lt/LT/14/Coastal-Culture-and-Maritime-Heritage.htm
The Baltic Sea States Working Group on Coastal Culture

Preservation of coastal heritage requires cross-sector cooperation. The care of buildings, boats, artefacts and landscapes largely depend on the existence of a resident population. Sustainable, comprehensive economic strategies are
needed when the traditional trades lose their importance or
profitability. Improvement of environmental aspects, such as
pollution, should be included in management plans. Tourism
can not only boost the economy but can also threaten the
natural and cultural values that it benefits from.

The BSR Working Group on coastal
culture and maritime heritage
The aim of the BSR Working Group on coastal culture and
maritime heritage is to valorise and revitalise coastal and
maritime heritage in all of its diversity. The Working Group has
elaborated criteria for a “List of 100 important historic ships
around Baltic Sea.” For this 100 list, each membership state
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and Maritime Heritage
Chair and MG contact person Robert Domzal
Polish Maritime Museum, Gdansk

Earlier activities
The Working Group initiated the 1st BSR Cultural Heritage Forum Baltic Sea Identity in 2003 with a focus on
maritime heritage. The Working Group has also prepared
three exhibitions; “Baltic Lights – a guarantee of safe passage”, “Baltic Harbours” and “Baltic Ships Contemporary
Challenge”. These poster exhibitions are distributed for
exhibitions to e.g. libraries and museums. The Nordic
Culture Fund financed the projects.
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The Baltic Sea region has four seasons, vast natural areas, numerous historical villages and a rich variety of
historic and architectural townscapes. Traditional buildings constructed of wood, stone, sand, clay, thatch, tar,
metals and soil are in close dialogue with their surroundings. Traditional materials and methods are sustainable, easy to maintain and recycle, often even cheap but they need to be available.

A street view of Stavanger in Norway.
Photo: Alfredas Jomantas.

Osvor settlement in Iceland.
Copyright: National Architectural Heritage Board of Iceland.

The Abbey of the Benedictines in Tyniec, Poland.
Photo: A. Siwek.
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Regional know-how and
know-what on historic buildings
The cultural environment in the region (and built heritage as
part of it) is characterised by its natural resources, such as
wood, limestone, lime mortar and granite. Traditional building materials were used in construction and restoration until
the World War II, when non-traditional materials came on the
market.
A struggle to regain and restore the knowledge about the use
of traditional building materials and techniques started in the
Nordic countries in the 1970s. The know-how gained as well
as best practices were shared with the Baltic States in the
1990s. Enhancement of traditional building and maintenance
skills is still crucial in the whole region. Large-scale infrastructure development projects, acid rain due to the air-pollution,
non-traditional materials etc. all affect the cultural as well as
the natural environment.

Earlier activities
The Working Group on Building Preservation and Maintenance in Practice has mapped accessibility to traditional
materials, such as brick, lime mortar, paint, on the regional
level. It elaborated a report on traditional building materials in the region. The Working Group arranged a BSR
workshop on plaster conservation. The codes of ethics
for conservation and conservation methods have been
concluded in the Managing traditional buildings report.
The Working Group has made surveys on databases and
registers and other systematic information on buildings of
cultural heritage.

The BSR Working Group on building
preservation and maintenance in practice
The WG has discussed databases and gathered reference
library on their topics.
http://mg.kpd.lt/LT/15/Building-Preservation-and-Maintenance-in-Practice.htm
The BSR working group on building preservation and maintenance in practice
Chair and MG contact person Elisa Heikkilä
National Board of Antiquities, Finland

It is our regional task to valorise, elaborate and promote
contemporary interpretation and communication of values
of wooden built heritage for society. The work and outcome
of the BSR Working Group on building preservation and
maintenance in practice has inspired the preparation of
this publication on wooden heritage in Lithuania. Regional
activities have enhanced an understanding of the value, variety and richness of this type of cultural heritage as well as
of conservation processes. Online address for a pdf version
of the publication is:
http://www.kpd.lt/failai/u1/wooden_architecture.pdf.
Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6
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The religious heritage of the Baltic Sea region is numerous and diverse. Shown here are some examples:
Vidimyri church in Iceland.
Photo: National Architectural Heritage Board of Iceland

The Church of Blessed Virgin Mary in Tytuvenai in Lithuania.
Photo: Alfredas Jomantas

Wooden church of St. Philip and St. James in Poland,
Sękowa that is on the UNESCO list.
Photo: M. Rymkiewicz
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Interdisciplinary expertise for preservation
of interiors of historic churches
The Baltic Sea region has been, and still is, rich in religious denominations. The maintenance and upkeep of such delicate
heritage – often without regular use or in depopulated areas
– requires both resources and interdisciplinary expertise.

The Baltic Sea Region Network on
Indoor Climate in Churches
The Baltic Sea Region Network on Indoor Climate in Churches
focuses on the management of indoor climate and energy
consumption in churches with historic interior decorations,
paintings, organs etc. A one-day open seminar was arranged
in conjunction with the IV BSR Cultural Heritage Forum in
2010.

www.hgo.se/churches
The Baltic Sea Region Network on Indoor Climate in Churches
Chair and MG contact person Tor Broström
The Centre for Energy Efficiency in Historic Buildings at
Gotland University

Earlier activities
The Network was established in 2004 as a venue for
professional exchange. The Network activities include
education and training, reviewing national and international guidelines, as well as other relevant reference
material and research, assessing technical resources and
personal expertise within the network, development and
ongoing pilot projects in order to establish best practice.
The Network has arranged two summer courses in Visby,
and intensive annual meetings with study cases.
As an exception to the Working Groups, the Network
members come mainly from outside heritage agencies,
and chairmanship is hosted at Gotland University. Members work with different aspects of heating and indoor
climate of churches as architects, engineers, conservators, researchers etc, and altogether around 40 active
members from most countries in the Baltic Sea region.
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The Baltic Sea is one of the world’s richest areas for shipwrecks. This maritime heritage represents both the region
and its connections to the rest of the world. The Code of
Good Practice for the Management of the Underwater Cultural Heritage in the Baltic Sea Region was presented as a
common standard of underwater heritage when discussing
the protection of the wreck of Vrouw Maria with different
stakeholders. In photo a part of the wreck.
Photo: Jouni Polkko. Copyright: Badewanne Oy.

The underwater heritage in the Baltic Sea has unique value
in terms of regional identity and potential for diving tourism.
In the photo archaeologists measure fragments of a ship
dating from the XIX c. after a storm close to Melnrage in
Lithuania.
Photo: Klaipėda University.

Hedwig Sophia cannon.
Photo: Archäologisches Landesmuseum Schleswig, Germany.
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A safe Baltic Sea
for underwater heritage
The low salinity of the seawater, absence of shipworms and
a large portion of oxygen-free bottom layers create very
good conservation conditions for wrecks. Parts of the Baltic
Sea were dry land and inhabited during Paleolithic and Mesolithic times. Remains of these habitations are preserved in
the sediments of the seabed in the south-western part of the
Baltic Sea. These underwater settlement sites are unique in
an international context.

1st meeting of the state parties that have ratified the Underwater Heritage Convention, arranged by UNESCO in 2009.
The presentation provoked keen interest among delegations
outside the region.
http://mg.kpd.lt/LT/1/Underwater-Heritage.htm
BSR working group on underwater heritage
Chair and MG contact person Ralf Bleile
Archäologisches Landesmuseum at Schloß Gottorf in Schleswig-Holstein

Although these scientific treasures would call for strong
protection, most Baltic Sea states have very narrow protective maritime zones for cultural heritage. Outside these
zones large areas of the Baltic Sea are accessible to divers,
both archaeologists as well as looters. From the Baltic
Sea States only Lithuania has ratified the UNESCO Convention on the protection of underwater heritage.

The BSR Working Group on
Underwater Heritage
The aim of the BSR Working Group on Underwater Heritage is
to increase the awareness of common and unique underwater heritage in the Baltic Sea. Both underwater archaeological
research and an internationally organised management of the
underwater cultural heritage have to go hand in hand. In order
to explain these main topics, the Working Group produced a
movie that had its premier at the IV Cultural Heritage Forum
in 2010. The film shows both different kinds of underwater
sites such as settlements, harbour, wrecks and fishing gear. It
shows the different conditions like coastal areas and shallow
water landscapes in territorial waters where the sites are protected by law, and wrecks lying up to 100 m deep in exclusive
economic zones without any protection. The film is a tool for
mobilising the public to protect the richness and diversity of
underwater heritage in the Baltic Sea.
The Working Group has contacts with major projects on
underwater heritage in and near the area. Regional collaboration on underwater heritage has been presented both in- and
outside the region as a good practice. On behalf of the MG
and the CBSS as an observer, the Working Group Chair
presented the WG activities, particularly the Code of Good
Practice Concerning Underwater Heritage (COPUCH) at the
Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6

Earlier activities
The Rutilus-project financed by the Nordic Council of Ministers 2004-06, exchanged data about the legislative protection
of underwater sites, underwater archaeological education
and tourism strategies. A list of the 100 most valuable and
important underwater sites in the Baltic Sea was concluded
as an appendix to the project. The 100-list covers underwater cultural heritage from all prehistoric and historic periods.
These sites illustrate the unique conditions of the Baltic water
and the specific kind of culture of this region. At the same
time the 100-list reveals the differences in respect of the level
of protection afforded to cultural heritage and their relative
importance in each country.
To protect the Baltic Sea underwater heritage independent of
its geographic position, the Working Group together with the
MG drew up a regional agreement on underwater heritage
management in 2008. It is called the Code of Good Practice
for the Management of the Underwater Cultural Heritage in
the Baltic Sea Region (COPUCH). The Code concerns underwater heritage in the national as well as in the international
zones of the Baltic Sea and it is specially adopted for the
region. It is a professional, non-controversial set of guidelines
and a basis for further interregional cooperation for both experts and decision-making authorities. This common policy
instrument for protection enhances the Baltic Sea to be a
safe area for underwater heritage.
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Promotion leaflet for the public, showing two pictures: an interior decorated with illegally acquired objects
with inscription: “You like this?” and
a historical house devastated, with
decoration removed and; the inscription says: “So you accept this!”
Copyright: National Heritage Board of
Poland.

The report of the stop-heritage-crime project is the outcome
of 2 years of work by experts, workshops and conference
results. Its authors hope that the publication will help in the
everyday work of institutions and organisations, whose aim
is protection of cultural heritage. The book is published in
Polish, Norwegian and English, and can be ordered via the
www.stop-heritage-crime.org website.

Plundered archeological site.
Photo: Julia Orlicka-Jasnoch.
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Stop heritage crime with
cross-sector collaboration
Legal and illicit trade with cultural heritage is an increasing
problem for all national museums and heritage agencies. The
idea of a common Polish-Norwegian project on ways of fighting and preventing crime was first brought up during an MG
meeting in Krakow in early 2008.

Polish-Norwegian cooperation
project on preventing illegal trade
The national heritage agencies of Poland and Norway decided
to further elaborate this topic to come up with an analysis of
the situation. The main aim of the project was to offer experience exchange between professionals in the field of heritage
protection and fighting crime. Another important goal of the
project was to share ideas on how to increase awareness on
both illicit trade and information regarding import and export
of cultural objects. These goals translate into better, effective
protection of cultural heritage. Potential recommendations
should be distributed throughout the whole region.
The project was designed by the National Heritage Board
of Poland and the Norwegian Arts Council along with the
Norwegian Directorate for Cultural Heritage and with the support of the Maritime Museum in Gdansk using the scheme of
the Culture Exchange Fund of EEA Grants/Norway Grants in
2009. The project was implemented in 2010-11.
The workshop “Works of art, antiques, traces of material
history” focused on illegal export and import, legislation, cooperation with the Police and other similar services, and on
ethics amongst professionals and dealers in antiques and
works of art.
The second workshop “Archaeology and Underwater Heritage” was devoted to illegal archaeology, looting of sites on
land and underwater, cooperation with the Police and Customs Offices, and the ethics of archaeologists and museum
staff.

practice in helping to improve social awareness regarding the
protection of cultural heritage, and on promotion of heritage
potential.
The workshop was preceded by the opening of an exhibition devoted to illegal trade of heritage, organised during the
Travel Fair in Lilestrøm, and by the open seminar discussing
the challenges related to the illicit trade of cultural artefacts.
During the Travel Fair, smuggled and recovered artefacts
were on show, as were brochures about the law and awareness of heritage value.
The final conference held in Warsaw in May 2011, welcomed nearly one hundred experts in the field of heritage
protection in the Baltic Sea region.
Throughout the project implementation, experts participating in it came up with quite a good diagnosis and different
methodological, legal, commercial and social solutions. It
seems that international and national legislation in force is
sufficient and appropriate in most cases. The challenge is its
proper execution and awareness among all target groups.
Therefore there is still a lot of work to be done and the task
will be continued.

www.stop-heritage-crime.org
Another path of the project realisation is its promotion through
the website (www.stop-heritage-crime.org). The platform operates as an active platform of further cooperation between
experts and institutions working in the field of heritage protection, and a source of information for the general public.
The idea is to develop the website further, even after the end
of the project, and successively add information on legislation
and crime prevention cases from other European countries,
especially around the Baltic Sea.

By Aleksandra Chabiera, Project Manager,

The third workshop was entitled “Communication and Education for Improving Awareness”, and focused on methods
of establishing good dialogue with the general public and
relevant industries, on forms of social communication, best
Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6

National Heritage Board of Poland
Paulina Florjanowicz, Director of the National Heritage
Board of Poland, member of the MG
www.stop-heritage-crime.org
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Access to cultural heritage
widened by digitisation
The 15th CBSS Ministerial Session in Elsinore 2009 endorsed
MG efforts to promote user-oriented access through, among
other things, projects that enhance digitalisation of source
materials and dissemination of knowledge.
As a follow-up to the Ministers’ request, the MG decided
to organise an expert workshop on digitisation of cultural
heritage focusing on exchange of knowledge and experience, with a particular focus on search engines and digital
dissemination. The workshop was organised as a project
lead by Norway in 2009. Nordic-Baltic Mobility and Network
Programme for Public Administration by the Nordic Council
of Ministers funded the project.
All countries struggle with issues related to public access
and with definitions and standards related to infrastructure,
formats and metadata. Some countries have a common
strategy for digitising material in the archive, library, museum
and built heritage sectors, whereas digitisation of existing
analogue material is organised in different ways. In general,
there seems to be more challenges connected to digitisation
of material in the museum sector than the other sectors.

and Norway and the discussions that followed, is that there
seems to have been little research or investigation regarding
who the users are, what they want, how they can participate
etc. This information is essential in order to provide a good
search and Internet service and the topic is worth exploring
further, possibly within regional cultural heritage cooperation.
The workshop was considered as a useful arena for the
exchange of knowledge and experience. In most countries,
there are a limited number of colleagues working with these
issues at a national level, and a broader expert exchange is
therefore welcome.
The first steps in this area have been taken, and further discussion on how to proceed with this topic from a Baltic Sea
perspective in the next period is required.
By Brit Holtebekk, MG member and contact person
Arts Council Norway

Search Engines: Norway, Lithuania, Poland, Sweden, and
Estonia have quite similar search engines for built heritage/
listed building bases, including varied solutions for presentation of the data through a map interface. Some countries
have search engine solutions geared towards the general
public. However, for all countries, the experts in the field were
the primary target group. As for the solutions geared towards
the general public, some countries have developed separate
search engines; others have opened a restricted version of
the expert search engine for the general public. All in all, the
countries have similar challenges connected to restriction,
development and presentation of cultural heritage data. There
were also different solutions as to how the search engines
are implemented in other presentation material (general web
pages etc.).
Digital Presentation: The approach to the topic “Digital
presentation” turned out to be diverse, and it seems that
good dissemination strategies are still to be developed. An
impression from the presentations given by Poland, Sweden
Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6

The workshop on digitisation gathered 17 experts from Sweden, Iceland, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland and Norway.
During the workshop, the participants shared national policies and strategies on digitisation of the cultural heritage.
Photo Arts Council of Norway.
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Common responses generated
on regional platforms

The MG created Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forumevents as a regional arena where pending matters, knowledge
and ideas are exchanged on a regional basis.
The IV Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum was arranged in 2010 in Riga. It was entitled “Cultural Heritage
– Contemporary Challenge” and focused on risks that can
lead to irretrievable loss of heritage values. The Forum shared
up-to-date information and mitigation strategies, and also
defined policies that can help us enrich the social and economic values of our daily surroundings. Topical themes covered, among others, environmental assessment of historic
buildings, cultural heritage as a public good and an asset
in local and regional development, competent restoration of
cultural heritage and maintenance of authenticity as well as
contemporary architecture in historic surroundings.
This Forum was organised by the State Inspection for Heritage Protection of Latvia upon the initiative of and collaboration with the MG. The National Heritage Board of Sweden, the
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Directorate for Cultural Heritage of Norway and the National
Board of Antiquities of Finland contributed to elaborations
and arrangements of thematic Forum sessions. Regional
working groups attended pre-forum-seminars and an additional programme during the Forum. Even France - UNESCO
Convention for Heritage and the UNESCO World Heritage
Fund supported the event.
Altogether 250 participants from 11 Baltic Sea States,
including cultural heritage professionals, municipalities, representatives from education and research institutions, nongovernmental and international organisations, museums,
owners, architects, planners, builders, economists, developers as well as interested politicians, shared their experience
and participated in discussions. Thus, the Forum facilitated
a unique opportunity to meet colleagues, relevant interest
groups and stakeholders from neighbouring countries, and
to generate further regional networking.
The Forum publication is under preparation and includes
conclusions and summaries of the presentations as well as
jointly adopted recommendations and the final resolution.
By Katrina Kukaine, MG member and contact person
The State Inspection for Heritage Protection of Latvia
Online information http://www.mantojums.lv/
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Programme
The Forum opening:
Ints Dalderis, Minister of Culture of Latvia
Marianne Lehtimäki, Coordinator of the Monitoring Group on
cultural heritage in the Baltic Sea States
Carsten U. Larsen, Secretary General of the Parliament of
Denmark
Andris Piebalgs, European Commissioner for Development.
Plenum introductions to the topics of Forum parallel
sessions by moderators.
Session on environmental assessments of historic buildings
discussed a model for calculating environmental impacts due
to the restoration of existing buildings compared to demolishing and building new ones. A Norwegian model was developed in 1999-2003 and may prove to be a useful tool for
authorities in the sustainable development of historic towns.
Moderator Harald Ibenholt, architect, Directorate for Cultural
Heritage of Norway
Other presentations were connected to maintenance
and restoration with effects on the environment:
Life Cycle perspectives on built heritage by Chris Butters,
Architect, GAIA Architects, Norway;
Historic buildings - resources and challenges by Marte Boro,
Architect MNAL, Directorate for Cultural Heritage, Norway;
Traditional windows - the best choice by Thomas Kampmann, Architect MAA , Civ. Ing., Centre for Bygningsbevaring
i Raadvad – Denmark.
Session on restoration of cultural heritage and authenticity looked at the different aspects of authenticity and heritage protection in its diversity (built heritage, landscape, parks
and gardens etc.). Moderators: Christian Runeby, Head of
Heritage Support Unit, National Heritage Board of Sweden
and Peteris Blūms, Architect, State Inspection for Heritage
protection of Latvia.
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Different specialists presented examples of methods and
discussed for whom authenticity is important and why;
Authenticity in building restoration by Pål Anders Stensson,
Senior Architect, National Heritage Board, Sweden;
Authenticity in management of Cultural Landscapes by Kolbjorn Waern, landscape architect, Sweden;
Authenticity for the small-scale property owner by Lennart
Edlund, County Heritage Officer, Sweden;
Authenticity in restoration of the Modern Movement by Petur
Armannsson, Architect FAI, Iceland.
Session on cultural heritage and contemporary architecture
highlighted the challenge of creating a dialogue between cultural heritage and contemporary architecture in a situation of
growing economic development. Moderators: Juris Dambis,
Head of State Inspection for Heritage Protection of Latvia,
and Janis Dripe, Riga City architect.
Presentations:
Contemporary architecture in historic environment by Janis
Krastinš, Prof. Architect, Riga Technical University, Latvia;
City-densification and high-rise building in Baltic and Nordic
capitals by Odd Iglebaek, Architect and editor of Journal of
Nordregio, Nordic centre for Spatial Development, Sweden;
Urban Heritage Analysis DIVE – studying the development potential and capacity for change of historic areas by Dag Arne
Reinar, Architect, Directorate for Cultural Heritage, Norway;
Designing in the historic environment by Andris Kronbergs,
Architect. Architect bureau “Arhis”, President of Latvian Architect Union, Latvia.
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Session on Cultural Heritage as a Public Good and an Asset in Local and Regional Development discussed Cultural
Heritage as a good and a commodity that can produce both
public and private benefits (including built, maritime, industrial, infrastructure, archaeological, art heritage, as well as
historical landscape).Moderators: Mikko Mälkki, Architect
and researcher, Centre for Urban and Regional Studies, Aalto
University in Finland, and Gunta Lukstina, Architect, spatial
planner and lecturer at the University of Latvia
Presentations:
Heritage as a Good by Christer Bengs, Professor, Department of urban and rural development, Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences;
Heritage management and place marketing - theoretical and
practical issues by Krister Olsson, Assistant professor, Royal
Institute of Technology, Sweden;
The role of manor houses and castles in the context of land
branding by Stefan Wenzl, Architect, Ministry for Transport,
Building and Regional Development in Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania, Germany;
Seaplane hangars in Tallinn – creating a new museum and
attempts how to combine in that development state and local interests with public awareness, Urmas Dresen, Director,
Estonian Maritime Museum.
Plenum presentations highlighted the diversity of challenges
associated with the protection of cultural heritage and sustainable development, and improved the four parallel sessions, which went into more detail on specific items;
UNESCO’s Recommendations on the Conservation of the
Historic Urban Landscape by Lodovico Folin-Calabi, Program Specialist at the Special Projects Unit, UNESCO World
heritage centre;
Mass housing of the 1960s: a Modern Cultural Heritage? by
Lisbeth Söderqvist, Associated Professor in History of Art,
Swedish Research Council Research Officer;
Restoration of cultural heritage and authenticity by Alexander
Skokan, Vice-president of the Russian Association of Architects, associate of the Russian Academy of the Architecture
and Building sciences, academician of International Academy
of the Architecture;
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Forum photos: State Inspection for Heritage Protection of Latvia.

Specificities of cultural heritage protection in Russia by Leonid
Arinstein, Professor, adviser to the President of the Russian
Culture Foundation;
Muré Troué et Moulé Troué: new concepts for building in
the historic environment by Mr. Edouard Francois, Architect,
Agency B2B2SP, France, a professor in well known European high schools of architecture and cultural heritage.
In addition, three expert seminars were prepared according
to regional thematic Working Groups:
on coastal culture and maritime heritage that we share in
the Baltic Sea region;
on problems of mastering indoor climate and energy efficiency in view of the climate change in unused churches
of numerous different denominations;
on time travels as an educational method in heritage education.
A poster exhibition “Preservation of Historic Ships” and a
presentation of documentaries on underwater heritage and
restoration of historic ships were on show in the Forum
premises. In cooperation with the Latvian National Commission for UNESCO, a Patrimonito Storyboard Workshop for
youngsters took place together with the Forum events.
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The IV Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum resolution stresses that sustainable integration of cultural heritage assets to development potential requires a common
responsibility by all stakeholders, in communities, national
policies and regional approaches. A historic townscape of
Gdansk in Poland undergoing regeneration.
Photo: Alfredas Jomantas

Most of the built and archaeological heritage of Northern
Europe is characterised by its small scale, organic interplay
with the landscape, discreteness of form and vulnerability due to the climatic conditions and lacking much of the
monumentality of the cultures of Southern Europe. The
photo shows Glaumbaer in Iceland.
Copyright: National Architectural Board of Iceland.
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The Resolution and
Recommendations of the Forum
We, participants of the IV Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage
Forum “Cultural Heritage – Contemporary Challenge”, having
assembled in Riga on 9 and 10 September 2010, state that:
1. Cultural heritage can contribute to sustainability as built
resources, tested examples of enduring solutions as well as
experienced excellences and best practices of well being.
Cultural heritage plays an important and decisive role in a
person’s inter-action with the environment; it attributes to a
person his identity and provides the understanding of
authenticity in all aspects.
2. The conservation of cultural heritage and new development are equally important to the quality of human life. Even
the historic environment needs good-quality contemporary
architecture and design; however it must not be based on
the destruction of heritage. Today, development principles
must be aimed at the protection of natural and cultural heritage values, encouraging sustainable development as well as
viewing each new high-quality contribution as potential future
cultural heritage.
3. It is important to note that heritage includes both tangible
and intangible elements and qualities above the earth and
underwater. In order to ensure the long-term quality of human life, the protection of individual heritage objects should
be extended to sustainable management of places, sites
and the environment as a whole. Thus, in the protection of
cultural heritage, not only the visual aspect of a place and its
aesthetic understanding is important, but all factors which
form the place, such as the relations between humans and
their environment are as important as rational and intelligent
use of resources. The contemporary understanding of the
integrated concept of cultural heritage needs to be promoted
and encouraged in all countries of our region.
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4. Heritage is a non-renewable asset whose authenticity is one
of the most important values. An authentic object provides
reliable information and is specific to its own atmosphere of a
place. This cannot be achieved by imitating historical expressions. The quality of layers left by all periods including natural
erosion and deterioration of the asset serve as witnesses
of the era and can be of heritage value. At the urban level
integrity is an important tool for safeguarding and preserving historic wholeness and legibility. Together integrity and
authenticity contain the historic significance of cities, towns
and urban areas.
5. In the ongoing process of fast global transformation and
economic ups and downs, we shall use all existing means to
preserve and strengthen regional identity and cultural assets for
future generations. Heritage values should be taken into careful
consideration when in response to actual development challenges such as reducing emission, energy saving and other approaches towards an ecologic balance in our societies. Existing
cooperative legislation and the promotion of new ones aimed at
protection of cultural heritage, needs to be strengthened within
the Baltic Sea region in order to provide stability and guarantee
well-considered actions in the long term.
6. The quality of the spatial environment always reflects development of the society – culture, science, economy, democracy and social life. We encourage national governments
to be more involved in safeguarding cultural heritage so that
in the long run their actions will strengthen the ambience and
attractiveness of the place and ensure the prudent development of the region.
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Recommendations
by the sessions
ON ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS
Framework
Historic buildings and towns represent invested resources in
addition to economic and cultural values. Buildings influence
the environment in their lifetime by energy consumption and
environmental impact during construction, use, maintenance,
demolition and waste. The resources invested in buildings
should be administered in the best way for as long a time
as possible. Major pressures today for changes in our cities
and built environments are climate, sustainability and energy
conservation. These forces may be a threat to cultural heritage, by a one-sided focus on technical efficiency, in particular
for energy.
Historic buildings may thus be either torn down, or renovated
badly, in the rush to reduce carbon emissions; assisted by
short-term economic calculations.

Theses
There is a large potential for energy efficiency of old buildings. Improvements must be made with respect to both the
physical aspects and the cultural values. For listed buildings
and national monuments there is limited potential for energy
improvements, but it is possible to achieve a passive house
standard for a substantial part of the building stock.
Original and traditional windows can be easily improved. By
adding a new inner frame, they become nearly as good as
modern windows regarding energy loss and noise reduction.
As renovated windows will have a service life 3-6 times longer
than normal replacement windows, this would be a considerable environmental and economic advantage for society and
for heritage.

for energy efficiency in historical buildings should consider
life-cycle reviews and take embodied energy into account.
Research on historical buildings is looking into the future, not
only the past.

Provocative questions
Why are we not doing complete life cycle assessments on
the rehabilitation of existing buildings versus demolishing and
building new ones?
Energy cost will be decisive in Environmental Accounts. Can
energy/climate experts prove that demolition and building
new low energy buildings is better from a complete life cycle
perspective than preserving and improving existing ones?
Cultural heritage has recognised advantages in the fields of
society and culture. How can we bring forth and communicate better the ecological advantages?

ON RESTORATION OF CULTURAL
HERITAGE AND AUTHENTICITY
Authenticity is the most important aspect when measuring
the quality of cultural heritage objects. An authentic cultural
heritage property has a high social and economic value for
the owner and is of great importance to society. Authenticity is a quality for everyone involved, the property owner, the
neighbourhood, businesses and tourists. An authentic architectural object contains fundamental and unique information
and is a positive trademark that stimulates as well as enriches
the surrounding urban or rural area!

The heritage sector offers an important, indeed essential,
counterweight in the debate about sustainability. Tools like
the Sustainability Value Map create a real understanding of
the full meaning and value of heritage for sustainable development. Standardised methods for assessments and measures
Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6
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The concept of authenticity can be defined as originality or
genuineness. It involves the overall landscape and urban
context, architecture, interiors and details. The quality of
authenticity is dependent on the reliability and credibility of
the messages conveyed by the object.
Original materials, shapes, colours and construction methods
are of utmost importance but the original use and function
are also of great importance. The original design has a great
value but changes or additions throughout the life of the object are equally important, if they are of adequate quality.
In order to respect or achieve authenticity, good documentation is necessary; this includes the architectural and structural design as well as the historic technical and functional
development of the object. Every architectural object and the
relevant archives should be surveyed with a view to future
maintenance and restorations.
When cultural heritage is subject to interventions, the aspect
of authenticity should be a major consideration for decisions
by the property owner, experts and the authorities. Insensitive
changes, additions or reductions of the design or function of
an architectural object reduces the value.
Authenticity can be preserved and even strengthened in a
well-planned intervention. The owner and experts must preserve and respect the original design of the cultural heritage
object as well as the successive historic alterations. In the
renovation or restoration project, original materials, shapes
and colours should be used; any addition or new function
has to coincide with, and not damage, the authentic qualities
of material, structure and design.
These principles apply to an object or landscape of high
cultural historical value as well as to normal urban and rural
buildings and interiors.

ON CULTURAL HERITAGE AND
CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE
Growing challenges of globalisation urge us to establish mutually strong strategies to bridge contemporary architecture
and cultural heritage so as to preserve and maintain the common identity of the Baltic Sea region and to promote sustainable and quality development of society and the space where
it is living.
Contemporary understanding of the preservation of cultural
heritage includes the development of quality architecture
within historic environments; quality architecture can compliment heritage values. Quality and excellence in contemporary
architecture adds value and is the cultural heritage for the
future.
Each site needs a concise, clear, philosophically comprehensive and strong analysis of its cultural values, a well-defined
and culturally sensitive and specific policy for economical
development and clear and viable spatial vision.
In order to develop architectural spaces in harmony and
without creating conflicts, contemporary architecture must
respect the existing dominant qualities of the place, acknowledge the spatial specificities, building volume and character
of the place and regard the traditional materials and historically created sense of place, yet recognising/allowing also the
use of new innovative materials and forms which contribute
to the value of the place.
The original is the highest value within the historical environment, despite its age. By destroying the original society
loses part of its heritage that cannot be recreated. A sense
of place cannot be developed by reconstruction. To build a
copy means to give a preference to a certain time period or
architectural style and to neglect the value of continued development of humanity and cultural diversity.
Each period in architecture has its specific characteristics; these
periods correspond to each other. Only continuous and quality
synergies between these developments secure sustainable and
well thought-out development of society and place – heritage
and memories inspire emerging new qualities which later on
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Recommendations
by the sessions
become the heritage itself. Society is defined by the sense of
its heritage and sense of the place it is living in. This sense is
characterised by contemporary architecture and developments
which therefore mirror the self-respect of the culture.
It is necessary to continue and strengthen professional cooperation within the Baltic Sea region in order to facilitate
discussions that improve the development of comprehensive
and relevant national policy documents on the development
of architecture and architectural space.

ON CULTURAL HERITAGE AS A PUBLIC
GOOD AND AN ASSET FOR REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Cultural heritage functions as a special attraction, as a generator of economic activities and development, and as a source
of local pride and identity. Heritage has an intrinsic value for
human culture, and it produces both public and private benefits. It is even an asset in the market.
One of the key questions concerning the preservation of built
and maritime heritage is: What can be done to develop the
sustainable utilisation of these assets?
The IV Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum recommends that public and private actors, representing varied
fields of expertise, work together to advance the public discussion on the multiple values of heritage, from the perspective of various actors, so that both actualised and potential
values of heritage can be fully taken into account in policy
and decision-making.
The Forum also recommends that all stakeholders working
with sites and other material or immaterial issues of cultural
importance – including heritage professionals, planners and
other public authorities, as well as NGOs and the private sector – work on developing and advancing new co-operation
models in the management, utilisation and maintenance of
built and maritime Heritage.

Museums, archives, libraries, information centres and numerous associations for cultural heritage and local history,
for example, apart from facilitating rich sources of knowledge
and inspiration, also embody stable and fluent information
channels and cultural infrastructure all over the region. In
photo Reykjavik open air museum Arbaer in Iceland.
Copyright National Architectural Heritage Board of Iceland.
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The Forum emphasises the importance of exchanging knowhow and information on good heritage management practices in the Baltic Sea Region. Sharing the knowledge and
experiences of successful practices between all stakeholders
and experts, both nationally and internationally, is essential
for developing and elaborating the current practices further,
and for strengthening local and regional cooperation.
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Invitation to the V Baltic Sea Region
Cultural Heritage Forum 2013
The Estonian government has designated 2013 as being
the National Year of Cultural Heritage. The aim of the year
is to focus public attention on the richness and diversity of
heritage. The year 2013 will be also the 20th anniversary of
National Heritage Board of Estonia. Even the V Baltic Sea
Region Cultural Heritage Forum will take place in Tallinn in
September 2013. The organisers are the National Heritage
Board of Estonia and the Estonian Ministry of Culture upon
the initiative of and collaboration with the MG.
The Forum will focus on maritime and underwater heritage
and coastal culture. The event creates a good opportunity for
promoting professional cooperation and identifying our mutual interests in cultural heritage among the Baltic Sea States.
The Forum programme will consist of plenary presentations

followed by parallel sessions and seminars. As part of the
Forum programme, there will be pre-Forum tours around the
unique and picturesque heritage places by the sea, evening
social events, as well as seminars and exhibitions.
We invite you to listen to each other, to exchange approaches, tools and best practices that protect cultural values and
authenticity of the coastal culture and underwater heritage of
the region!

By Anton Pärn, Ministry of Culture,
And Kalev Uustalu, National Heritage Board, Estonia
MG members and contact persons

One of the host venues for the V Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum will be the Maritime Museum of Estonia.
The new Museum will be opened in May 2012, and located in the Seaplane hangars in Tallinn. The renovated seaplane
hangars were completed in 1917, and are interesting architectural heritage from an engineering and technical point
of view. The Maritime Museum of Estonia will combine open-air exhibitions, ship displays, exhibitions, contemporary
architecture and design in an historic environment.
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MG members on a study excursion in Visby. In centre the
host, Director Inger Liliequist from the National Heritage
Board of Sweden, in front two MG-members, Mr Anton
Pärn from the Estonian Ministry of Culture and Mr Claus von
Carnap-Bornheim, Director of Archäologisches Landesamt
Schöeswig-Holstein, Germany.
Photos: Alfredas Jomantas.

MG members group photo during a break of the meeting in
the Maritime Museum of Finland in Kotka.
Back row from left: Mr Alfredas Jomantas, MG Chair; Ms Maire Mattinen,
National Board of Antiquities of Finland; and the host, Director Juhani
Kostet also from the National Board of Antiquities of Finland.
Below, Ms Lyubov Burdova, Ministry of Culture of Russian Federation;
Ms Paulina Florjanowicz, National Heritage Board of Poland; Ms Elisa
Heikkilä, National Board of Antiquities of Finland; Ms Randi Ertesvåg,
Arts Council Norway.
On diagonal row starting from the lower left: Mr Jerzy Litwin, Polish
Maritime Museum; Mr Anton Pärn, Ministry of Culture of Estonia; Ms
Helena Edgren, National Museum of Finland; Ms Nikulas Masson,
National Architectural Heritage Board of Iceland; Mr Claus von CarnapBornheim, Archäologisches Landesamt Schleswig-Holstein, Germany;
and under him Mr Ralf Bleile from the same institution.
Bottom row, from second left: Ms Karin Arvastson, National Heritage Board
of Sweden; Ms Noelle Poppe, Directorate for Heritage Protection, Norway;
Ms Marianne Lehtimäki, MG Coordinator; and Mr Kalev Uustalu, National
Heritage Board of Estonia.
Cultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6
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This is the MG and
related BSR working groups
The appointed MG members, 1-3 from each country, represent both national museum and cultural environment sectors.
All the Baltic Sea States take part in current MG activities
since 2010, when the Russian Federation nominated MGmembers from the Kaliningrad Government and from the
Ministry of Culture in Moscow. Regular meetings of 2 full
days have taken place twice a year and hosted by different
member institutions. Meeting agendas have included national
reviews on cultural heritage priorities and approaches, topical management issues and policies, management resources
and restructuring as well as on topical events and publications. These meeting have always offered a closer insight to
the specific circumstances of the hosting state, as well as
contributed to the exploration of common concerns.
Chairs of the working groups on “Underwater Heritage”,
“Coastal Culture and Maritime Heritage”, “Sustainable Historic
Towns”, “Building Preservation and Maintenance in Practice”
as well as of an interdisciplinary regional network on indoor
climate in churches and of a network on cultural heritage
education are invited to participate in the MG meetings.
The Working Groups for thematic fields have carried out
practical cooperation and concrete joint ventures between
experts. Other topical issues, such as looting of archaeological sites and illicit trade of cultural goods, digitisation of
cultural heritage, cultural heritage education and relations
between cultural heritage and tourism, have been taken up
in specific seminars or analysed by the MG itself. A new MG
homepage have been launched on: www.mg.kpd.lt.
The Latvian Inspection of Heritage Protection together with
the MG and the working groups arranged the IV Baltic Sea
Region Cultural Heritage Forum in Riga 2010. Topical expertise and experiences were discussed at four workshops that
were prepared in close regional collaboration. Economic and
expert contributions by the Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish
heritage agencies enabled realisation of this Forum, postponed for just one year. The IV BSR Cultural Heritage Forumpublication is in the final stages of realisation.
The MG network has a rotating chairmanship – its duration of
three years has followed periods of CBSS Ministerial ConferCultural Heritage Cooperation in the Baltic Sea States. Report 6

ences. The Chair and the consulting Coordinator have formed
an MG Desk. The MG does not have a budget of its own
which impacts its action. Each participating institution covers
the meeting costs of its own members. The Department of
Cultural heritage under the Ministry of Culture of Lithuania has
covered the cost of the consulting Coordinator. The thematic
working groups have applied project financing from different
programmes.
The MG Desk has provided information and common opinions at the request of the CBSS Secretariat, NCM Secretariat,
Senior Officials Group for Culture and NDPC Task Force. In
turn, the MG Desk has invited to MG meetings Ms Pia Erson from the NCM to introduce the NDPC- initiative and Mr
Maurizio Quagliuolo from the HERITY Secretariat in Rome to
present this cultural tourism approach that focuses on enhancing the quality of the visitor experience, management of
sites and quality of conservation.
During this chairmanship, the economic recession and difficulties in achieving project financing impacted the intensity
of regional cooperation and even hampered the participation
of some institutions. The MG gathered a regional review on
structural changes and on the financial situation and management resources for internal use. In addition, the MG Desk has
elaborated regional overviews on cultural heritage priorities
and approaches as well as on topical management issues
and policies for internal use.
The MG Desk has disseminated the conclusions of the III
Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum at regional Forum
events arranged by the tourism sector.
The MG Desk has been contacted by the Ministry of Culture
of Belarus expressing their interest in becoming acquainted
with regional cooperation on cultural heritage. Experts from
Belarus have taken part in regional gatherings, such as the IV
BSR Cultural Heritage Forum.
These regional activities have been presented in recent
years as recommended practice on several occasions
by invitations, for example, of the Council of Europe and
UNESCO.
49

http://mg.kpd.lt.
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Summary
This publication reports on the main outcomes of regional
intergovernmental cooperation on cultural heritage in the
framework of the Council of the Baltic Sea States in 20092011.
The activities are carried out by the Monitoring Group on
cultural heritage in the Baltic Sea States (MG) and by the
thematic working groups: on sustainable historic towns, on
traditional building material and maintenance in practice, on
coastal culture and maritime heritage and on underwater
heritage. In addition an expert network on indoor climate in
unused churches acts in the MG-framework although the
chairmanship is hosted at Gotland University in Sweden.
The appointed members of the Monitoring group are executive officials from the national authorities in charge of
both movable and immovable cultural heritage. Since 2010,
all Baltic Sea States have appointed members to the MG.
At the end of 2011, the MG had altogether 20 appointed
members.
In addition, the chairs of the thematic Working Groups take
part in MG-meetings. The members of these Working Groups
are experts mainly from the state agencies on cultural heritage. All in all these networks engage over 100 cultural heritage experts in more or less regular regional networking.
In 2009-2011 the Chairmanship and Desk of the MG was
hosted by the Department of Cultural Heritage under the
Ministry of Culture of Lithuania.

The main activities held during this period:
The MG held six ordinary and one skype meetings
The MG arranged together with the Latvian State Inspection for Heritage Protection the IV Baltic Sea Region Cultural
Heritage Forum in 2010 in Riga. The Forum event, titled
“Cultural Heritage – Contemporary Challenges” gathered
250 participants and speakers representing the whole region and others from abroad.
The MG has launched a new homepage mg.kpd.lt.
During this period, the BSR Working Groups have carried out
the following projects; “Sustainable Historic Towns – Good
for Climate”, in 2 parts in 2009-2012; “Compiled a List of 100
important historic ships around Baltic Sea” and prepared a
documentary film on underwater heritage that had its premier
at the IV Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum.
Other seminars with references to MG cooperation have
been arranged on heritage education, digitisation and on
preventing heritage crime. Altogether these events have
had over 400 participants.
The MG Desk has contributed with presentations and opinions to numerous regional approaches, among them preparation of the NDPC-initiative. The MG Desk has participated
in two CBSS Committee of Senior Official’s and Senior Official’s Group for Culture meetings with a presentation regarding ongoing activities and common initiatives. Recommendations of the III Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum
on cultural heritage and tourism have been disseminated
by invitations in four large-scale regional Forum-events or
conferences.
During the Lithuanian MG-Chairmanship, MG activities
have been presented altogether at 17 conferences or major
events that were arranged by other sectors or international
organisations.
Preparations for the V Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage
Forum in Tallinn September 2013 started in 2010.
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All MG
publications
The publications can be
found online on the MG
homepage
http://mg.kpd.lt
under the main menu
“Reports-and-publications”.

Cultural Heritage
Cooperation in the Baltic
Sea States, Report 3

Cultural Heritage
Cooperation in the Baltic
Sea States, Report 5

Report 2 on Cultural
Heritage in the Baltic Sea
States Given by the
Monitoring Group

Agreed upon by the Monitoring Group, edited by Helena
Edgren
©2008 National Board of

Agreed upon by the Monitoring Group in Stockholm,
Sweden the 1st of September 2003
© 2003 National Heritage
Board, Sweden.
ISBN 91-7209-319-6

Agreed upon by the Monitoring Group in Tallinn, Estonia
6-7 August 2001.

Antiquities, Helsinki, Finland,
ISBN 078-951-616-191-7 (pbk)
ISBN 978-951-616-192-4 (pdf)

Cultural Heritage
Cooperation in the Baltic
Sea States, Report 4
Agreed upon by the Monitoring Group, edited by Friedric
Lüth © 2005 Landesamt für
Denkmalpflege
Mecklenburg- Vorpommern, Archäologisches
Landesmuseum
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern.
ISBN 3-935770-10-3
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Safeguarding and
developing the common
cultural heritage in the
Baltic Sea region,
Final Report Agreed upon in
Gdansk, 27-29 May 1999.
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All reports of the Baltic Sea region
cultural heritage forums
Web address for electronic versions:
http://mg.kpd.lt/LT/11/Reports-and-publications.htm
Cultural heritage and tourism:
Potential, impact, partnerships and governance
Publication based on the presentations of the 3rd Baltic Sea
Region Cultural Heritage Forum, Vilnius 25-27 September
2007
Edited by Marianne Lehtimäki
Copyright © Department of Cultural Heritage under the Ministry
of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania
Publisher: Versus Aureus.
UDK 719: 378 9 (474) CU 38
ISBN 978-9955-34-125-3

Urban Heritage – Collective Privilege
Report on the II Baltic Sea Region Cultural Heritage Forum,
Helsinki on 7–11 June 2005 at the National Museum of Finland, Helsinki
Edited by Marianne Lehtimäki
Copyright © National Board of Antiquities of Finland
Department of Monuments and Sites, publication no 28
ISBN: 951-616-133-2
ISSN: 1236-6439

BALTIC SEA IDENTITY
Common Sea – Common Culture?
1st Cultural Heritage Forum 2003, Polish Maritime Museum
in Gdansk
Edited by Jerzy Litwin
Copyright © 2003 Centralne Muzeum Morskie w Gdansku
ISBN 83-919514-0-5 (Out of print)
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All publications of the thematic
BSR working groups
Leaflet “Baltic Ships Contemporary Challenge”
by the BSR Working Group on Coastal Culture and Maritime
Heritage 2010, © Polish Maritime Museum in Gdansk, Poland.
DIVE Handbook (Norwegian): Kulturhistorisk stedsanalyse:
En veileder i bruk av DIVE, edited by Dag Arne Reinar and
Ann Mari Westerlind. ISBN 978-82-7574-047-0 The printed
version can be ordered from the Directorate for Cultural Heritage, Oslo or downloaded at: http://www.riksantikvaren.no/
filestore/DIVE-web2.pdf
DIVE Handbook (Swedish):
Kulturmiljöanalys: En vägledning för användning av DIVE.
ISBN 978-91-7209-538-0. The printed version can be ordered
from the National Heritage Board, Stockholm or downloaded
at: http://www.raa.se/publicerat/9789172095380.pdf
DIVE Handbook (English version)
can be downloaded at:
http://www.riksantikvaren.no/filestore/DIVE-english-web.pdf
Communicating Heritage in
Urban Development Processes 2007-08,
Co-Herit Project Report, edited by Dag Arne Reinar, Directorate for Cultural Heritage of Norway. ISBN 978-82-7574049-4 (pdf).
Economic support from the Nordic Council of Ministers.

RUTILUS Strategies for a Sustainable Development of
the Underwater Cultural Heritage in the Baltic
Sea Region,
Swedish national maritime museums report dnr 1267/03-51,
2006. Financed by the Nordic Council of Ministers.
http://mg.kpd.lt/users/www/uploaded/The%20Rutilus%20
report%202006_1.pdf
Indoor Climate in Churches – Problems and Solutions,
report on a seminar in Riga,
November 2004, editors Agnese Rupenheite and Hans
Sandström, © National Heritage Board, Sweden.
h t t p : / / m g . k p d . l t / u s e r s / w w w / u p l o a d e d / c h u rc h e s c l i mate050902.pdf
Traditional Building Materials of the Baltic Sea Region,
Building Preservation and Maintenance in Practice,
Surveys compiled during 2003,
editor Martin Åhrén, © 2003 National Heritage Board, Sweden
http://mg.kpd.lt/users/www/uploaded/BSR%20traditional%20building%20materials%202003.pdf
Workshop on Plaster Conservation 2003, St.
Mary’s church of Pöide, Estonia Report,
National Heritage Board, 2003 http://mg.kpd.lt/users/www/
uploaded/BRS%20workshop%20on%20plaster%20conservation%202003.pdf

Sustainable Historic Towns: Urban
Heritage as an Asset of Development,

Managing Building Conservation Building Preservation
and Maintenance in Practice, Seminar in Riga,

edited by Marianne Lehtimäki, © National Board of
Antiquities,2006, ISBN 951-616-141-3. Economic support
from the Interreg III B-program, EU.

November 2001, report edited by Ann Lepp, © 2003 National
Heritage Board, Sweden, ISBN 91-7209-320-X
http://mg.kpd.lt/users/www/uploaded/BSR%20managing%20building%20seminar%20report%202001.pdf

Baltic Sea region cooperation on Sustainable Urban
Heritage Management, Activities of the working group
Sustainable Historic Towns 2001 – 2002,
edited by Marianne Lehtimäki, TemaNord 2003:565
© Nordic Council of Ministers, Copenhagen 2003,
ISBN 92-893-0964-4, ISSN 0908-6692.
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Other thematic
publications

Documentary
film

Stop heritage crime Good practices and
Recommendations,

Documentary film about the “100-list”

publisher The National Board of Poland, Warsaw 2011.
www.stop-heritage-crime.org

by the BSR Working Group on Underwater Heritage for the IV
Baltic Heritage Forum, Riga, 9-11 September 2010.

All exhibitions of the thematic
BSR working groups
Poster Exhibition “A Future for Our Past”
by the BSR Working Group on underwater heritage
for the III Baltic Heritage Forum, Vilnius 25-28 August
2007. Historic Ships Exhibition by the BSR Working
Group on Coastal culture and Maritime Heritage 2007,
http://mg.kpd.lt/LT/64/Coastal-Culture-and-MaritimeHeritage.htm
The Baltic Harbours Exhibition
by the BSR Working Group on Coastal culture and
Maritime Heritage 2005, http://mg.kpd.lt/LT/24/Coastal-Culture-and-Maritime-Heritage.htm
Poster Exhibition on Baltic Lighthouses
by the BSR Working Group on Coastal culture and Maritime Heritage 2003, http://www.cmm.pl/balticlights/
index.html
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Representations, meetings and
participants 2009-2011
Presentations of MG activities to different interest
groups by invitation of the organisers 2011-2009

IKUWA 4 Conference
“Managing the Underwater Cultural Heritage”,
29 September-2 October 2011, Zadar, Croatia

European Heritage Heads Forum,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, 25-26 May 2011
• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas presented regional

• The Chair of the Underwater Heritage working group Ralf

cooperation between national heritage agencies as a good

Bleile presented a lecture about “Underwater Cultural Herit-

practice.

age in the Baltic Sea – Common past, common responsibility and common chance”.

The IV Baltic Sea Tourism Forum,
Sopot, Poland 17-18 May 2011
Ars Baltica 20 years Forum,
Flensburg, Schleswig-Holstein, 12-13 September 2011

• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas gave a presentation on
cultural heritage as a common touristic asset in the Baltic

• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas and MG Coordinator

Sea region in a session dedicated to joint tourism product

Marianne Lehtimäki presented regional activities on cultural

and marketing: cultural tourism and cultural heritage.

heritage in the Monitoring Group framework.

“Perspectives, The Baltic Sea History Project”- meeting, Academia Baltica – Akademie im Ostseeraum,
Sankelmark, Schleswig-Holstein, 11-12 September 2011
• The MG Coordinator Marianne Lehtimäki presented cul-

Final seminar on “WreckProtect”.
Roskilde, Denmark, 11 April 2011
• The Chair of the Underwater Heritage working group Ralf
Bleile presented a lecture about “Policies and regulations for
protection of wrecks in the Baltic Sea.”

tural heritage viewpoints on the workshop Writing, producing and using a virtual Baltic History book.

Baltic Nature Tourism Conference 2011 in Riga, Latvia
22-23 March 2011
Les Rencontres de Tallinn, a conference “Baltic Sea region cultural actors: From trans-regional cooperation to
European diffusion”, arranged by the Les Rencontres,
association of European cities and regions for culture,
Tallinn, Estonia, 9-12 June 2011

• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas presented ways of map-

• The MG Coordinator Marianne Lehtimäki presented a re-

The 2nd Senior Officials Group for Culture (SOCG)
meeting arranged in conjunction of the Norwegian
Presidency of the CBSS,
Kirkenes, Norway 3 February 2011

gional perspective on cultural heritage assets in the session
“Cultural Dynamism of the Baltic Sea States: involvement of
regional networks and European Capitals of Culture”.

ping regional assets and best practices on cultural tourism
by networking.

• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas and MG Coordinator
Marianne Lehtimäki presented Monitoring Group priorities,
concerns and activities.
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The 3d Baltic Sea Tourism Forum, “Tourism in the Baltic
Sea region: from common ideas to common results”,
Kaliningrad, Russia 4-5 November 2010

The 1st Senior Officials Group for Culture (SOCG) meeting in the framework of the CBSS,
Vilnius, Lithuania, 22 February 2010

• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas presented conclusions

• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas and MG Coordinator

of the III BSR Cultural Heritage Forum on cultural tourism.

Marianne Lehtimäki presented the conclusions and topical
targets of regional networking on cultural heritage.

A Nordic-Baltic workshop “World Heritage, Tourism &
Development - How to use Natural and Cultural World
Heritage for Sustainable Development”, arranged by
the Nordic World Heritage Foundation (NWHF) in cooperation with the States Parties of Norway and Sweden,
14-15 October 2010

CBSS Senior Officials of Foreign Ministries meeting
(SOM) with the Kaliningrad authorities, and an ordinary
SOM meeting,
Kaliningrad, the Russian Federation,
1-3 December 2009

• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas presented the conclu-

• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas and MG Coordinator

sions and recommendations of the III BSR Forum on cultural

Marianne Lehtimäki presented regional activities on cultural

tourism.

heritage to the Kaliningrad authorities and at the ordinary
SOM meeting the MG Desk concluded how our regional
activities implement the CBSS priorities on culture.

The International conference on Northern Dimension
Partnership on Culture,
St Petersburg, 20-21 May 2010
• The MG Coordinator Marianne Lehtimäki and MG member Brit Holtebekk presented regional activities on cultural
heritage.

European Museum Forum Workshop:
Islands and Coastal Heritage,
Sardinia, Italy, 16-18 October 2009
• Chair of the working group on Coastal Culture and Maritime Heritage Robert Domzal presented the general idea of
our regional work and their thematic approach.

A conference on creative industries, arranged by the
stakeholders for the Northern Dimension Partnership
on Culture (NDPC),
Vilnius, Lithuania, 23 February 2010
• The MG Chair Alfredas Jomantas talked on how cultural
heritage facilitates and generates creative industries.

The 1st meeting of the state parties that have ratified
the Underwater Heritage Convention, arranged by
UNESCO,
Paris, France, 26-27 March 2009
• Chair of the Underwater Heritage working group Ralf
Bleile represented the Monitoring group and the CBSS as
an observer, and presented the WG activities, specially the
Code of Good Practice Concerning Underwater Heritage
(COPUCH).
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MG meetings and members
2011-2009

MEETINGS

MEMBERS

2011 October 6-7, Bornholm, Denmark

MG Desk: Lithuania, Department of Cultural
Heritage Protection under the Ministry of Culture:
Chair, Mr Alfredas Jomantas
Consulting coordinator, Ms Marianne Lehtimäki

2011 March 17-18, Kotka, Finland
2010 September 10, Riga, Latvia in 		
connection with the 4th BSR Cultural
Heritage Forum
2010 April 25-27, Visby, Sweden

Denmark, National Cultural Heritage Agency:
Mr Michael Lauenborg
Estonia, Ministry of Culture:
Mr Anton Pärn

2009 October 26-27, Gdansk, Poland

Estonia, National Heritage Board, 2009:
Ms Anneli Randla

2009 May 24-26, Schloss Annettenhöh,
Schleswig, Germany

Estonia, National Heritage Board, since 2010:
Mr Kalev Uustalu

2009 March 23, a skype-meeting

Finland, National Board of Antiquities / National Museum:
Ms Helena Edgren
Finland, National Board of Antiquities / Department of
Monuments and Sites (up till March 2010):
Ms Maire Mattinen
Germany, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Department Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (up till 2010):
Ms Ewa Prync-Pommerencke
Germany, Schleswig-Holstein, Archäologisches Landesamt
Schleswig-Holstein, Schloss Annettenhöh, SchleswigHolstein: Mr Claus v. Carnap-Bornheim
Iceland, National Architectural Heritage Board:
Mr Nikulas Ulfar Masson
Latvia, State Inspection for Heritage Protection:
Mr Juris Dambis
Latvia, State Inspection for Heritage Protection:
Ms Katrina Kukaine
Latvia, State Inspection for Heritage Protection:
Ms Baiba Murniece
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In conjunction with the MG-meetings, MG members become acquainted with the laboratories of the National Heritage
Board of Sweden in Visby (left) and collections of the Schloss Annettenhöh in Schleswig, Germany.

In the photo on right Nikulas Ulfar Masson from the National
Architectural Heritage Board of Iceland and Michael Lauenborg from Danish National Cultural Heritage Agency.
Photos: Alfredas Jomantas.

Lithuania, Department of Cultural Heritage
Protection under the Ministry of Culture:
Mr Algimantas Degutis

The Russian Federation, Moscow, Ministry of Culture,
Department of Cultural Heritage and Fine Arts (year 2010):
Mr Pavel Shepelenko

Lithuania, Ministry of Culture:
Ms Irma Grigaitiené

The Russian Federation, Moscow, Ministry of Culture,
Cultural Heritage Objects, Department of Cultural

Norway, Norwegian Archive, Library and
Museum Authority / since 2011 Arts Council:
Ms Brit Holtebekk

Heritage and Fine Arts (since 2011):
Ms. Lyubov Burdova

Norway, Directorate for Cultural Heritage (2010):
Mr Jørgen Holten Jørgensen
Norway, Directorate for Cultural Heritage (absent 2010):
Ms Noëlle Helene Poppe
Poland, National Heritage Board:
Ms Paulina Florjanowicz
Poland, National Heritage Board (up till 2009):
Mr Marcin Gawlicki
Poland, Polish Maritime Museum:
Mr Jerzy Litwin
Russian Federation, Kaliningrad region, Agency for State
Protection of Cultural Heritage Objects (since 2010):
Mr Vlamidir Yarosh
Russian Federation, Kaliningrad region, International Department of the Government (since 2010):
Ms Yana Aksenova
The Russian Federation, Moscow, Ministry of Culture, Department of Cultural Heritage and Fine Arts (year 2010):
Mr Eduard Chinyakov
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Sweden, National Heritage Board:
Ms Karin Arvastson
Chair of the working group on Building Preservation & Maintenance in Practice: National Board of Antiquities, Finland,
Ms Elisa Heikkilä
Chair of the working group on Coastal Culture,
Polish Maritime Museum, Poland:
Mr Robert Domzal,
Chair of the working group on Sustainable Historic Towns:
Directorate for Cultural Heritage of Norway,
Mr Dag Arne Reinar
Chair of the working group on Underwater Heritage:
Archäologisches Landesmuseum at Schloß Gottorf in
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany,
Mr Ralf Bleile
Coordinator of the Network on Indoor Climate in
Churches: Department of Building Conservation,
Gotland University, Sweden,
Mr Tor Broström
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BSR WORKING GROUP ON
UNDERWATER HERITAGE:
MEETINGS
2011 September 13-14, Olso, Norway
2011 May 3-4, Helsinki, Finland
2010 September 9, Riga, Latvia
2010 April 15-16, Mariehamn, Åland Islands.
2009 October 8-9, Klaipeda, Lithuania
2009 February 27, Gdansk, Poland

MEMBERS
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany, Stiftung Schleswig-Holsteinische Landesmuseen, Archäologisches Landesmuseum:
Mr Ralf Bleile, Chair
Åland Islands, Finland, Åland Government,
Åland Board of Antiquities:
Ms Viveka Löndahl
Åland Islands, Finland, Åland Government,
Åland Board of Antiquities:
Mr Marcus Lindholm
Denmark, The Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde:
Mr Jørgen Dencker
Estonia, National Heritage Board:
Mr Ants Kraut
Estonia, National Heritage Board:
Ms Maili Roio
Finland, National Board of Antiquities, Maritime Archaeology
Unit: Ms Marja Pelanne
Finland, National Board of Antiquities, Maritime Archaeology
Unit: Ms Sallamaria Tikkanen
Germany, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, RömischGermanische Kommission Frankfurt/Main:
Mr Friedrich Lüth
Germany, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Landesamt
für Kultur und Denkmalpflege Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
Abteilung Bodendenkmalpflege:
Mr Jens-Peter Schmidt
Germany, Schleswig-Holstein:
Archäologisches Landesamt Schleswig-Holstein:
Mr Martin Segschneider
Latvia, State Inspection for Heritage Protection:
Mr Juris Urtins
Lithuania, Klaipeda University:
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Mr Vladas Žulkus
Norway, Norwegian Maritime Museum:
Mr Frode Kvalø
Poland, Polish Maritime Museum:
Ms Iwona Pomian
The Russian Federation, Institute of State and Law under
the Russian Academy of Science:
Mr Dmitry Mazein
The Russian Federation, Institute of History for Material
Culture, Russian Academy of Science:
Mr Petr Sorokin
The Russian Federation, Kaliningrad area,
Museum of the World Ocean:
Mr Dmitry Mamontov
Sweden, National Maritime Museums in Sweden,
Unit of Archaeology:
Ms Nina Eklöf

BSR WORKING GROUP ON COASTAL
CULTURE AND MARITIME HERITAGE:
MEETINGS
2011 April 7-9 Bergen, Norway
2010 September 10, Riga, Latvia in connection to the
4th BSR Cultural Heritage Forum
2010 March 18-19 Gdansk, Poland
2009 November 23-24 Helsinki, Finland (Editorial Group
meeting, preparing the exhibition about Baltic Ships)
2009 September 8-9 Stockholm, Sweden
2009 21-24 April Lofoten, Norway

MEMBERS
Poland, Polish Maritime Museum, Gdansk:
Mr Robert Domzal, Chair
Denmark, Danish Maritime Museum, Elsinore:
Mr Jørgen Selmer
Estonia, Estonian Maritime Museum:
Mr Urmas Dresen
Finland, National Board of Antiquities:
Mr Hannu Matikka (-2010)
Finland, The Maritime Museum of Finland, Kotka: Katariina
Mauranen (2010-)
Germany, Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Schleswig-Holstein:
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Mr Michael Paarmann
Latvia, Jurmala City Museum:
Ms Inta Baumane
Lithuania, Department of Heritage Protection, Klaipeda:
Laisvunas Kavaliauskas
Lithuania, Lietuvos istorijos muziejus, Mazosios:
Mr Jonas Genys
Norway, Museum Vest, Rong:
Mr Bjøg Christophersen
Norway, Directorate for Cultural Heritage:
Mr Sverre Nordmo
Norway, Museum Vest, Rong:
Bojrg Christophersen
Norway, Museum Vest, Rong:
Årstein Svihus
Poland, Polish Maritime Museum, Gdansk:
Mr Jerzy Litwin
Sweden, Swedish National Maritime Museum:
Mr Fredrik Blomqvist
The Russian Federation, Museum of the World Ocean:
Mr Dmitry Mamontov

BSR WORKING GROUP ON SUSTAINABLE
HISTORIC TOWNS:
MEETINGS
2011 May 10-11, Oslo, Norway. Project Kick-off
2010 September 8, Riga. Pre-Forum meeting
2010 February 23-24, Stockholm, Sweden. Project planning
2009 November 11. Nordic WG-meeting Oslo attended by
Finland, Sweden and Norway
2009 September 25, Vilnius, Lithuania. Sub-meeting with
Norwegian, Latvian and Lithuanian participants

MEMBERS
Norway, Directorate for Cultural Heritage:
Mr Dag Arne Reinar, WG Chair
Norway, Directorate for Cultural Heritage:
Ms Ingun Bruskeland Amundsen
Norway, Directorate for Cultural Heritage:
Ms Marte Boro (2010-)
Sweden, National Heritage Board:
Ms Ann Mari Westerlind, (-2009)
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Sweden, National Heritage Board:
Ms Åsa Dahlin (2009-10)
Sweden, National Heritage Board:
Mr Pål Anders Stensson (2010)
Sweden, National Heritage Board:
Ms Therese Sonehag (2011-)
Sweden, National Heritage Board:
Ms Camilla Altahr-Cederberg (2011-)
Finland, National Board of Antiquities:
Ms Margaretha Ehrström (-2009)
Finland, Oulu University, Dep. of Architecture:
Ms Özlem Özer-Kemppainen (2010-)
Estonia, National Heritage Board:
Mr Mart Siilivask (2010-)
Estonia, SRIK,
Ms Kati Männik (2011-)
Latvia, State Inspection for Heritage Protection:
Katrina Kukaine
Arturs Lapins, AIG, 2011Lithuania:
Ms Jurate Juraviciene, Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, -2009
Ms Giedre Filipaviciene, State Enterprise ”Lietuvos paminklai”, Vilnius 2010Poland: Ms Beata Makowska, National Heritage Board of
Poland, 2010Germany/Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Mr Jan Schirmer, Landesamt für Denkmalpflege

BSR WORKING GROUP ON BUILDING
PRESERVATION AND MAINTENANCE IN
PRACTICE:
MEETINGS
2010 September, Riga, Latvia in connection with the
4th BSR Cultural Heritage Forum, a joined meeting
with the Network Indoor climate in Churches
2010 February 4-5, Visby, Sweden
2009 May 6, Röros, Norway

MEMBERS
Finland, National Board of Antiquities:
Ms Elisa Heikkilä, WG Chair
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Estonia, National Heritage Board of Estonia (2009),
Department of Conservation, Estonian Academy of Arts
(2010-):
Ms Anneli Randla
Germany, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
Landesamt für Kultur und Denkmalpflege M-V:
Ms Sabine Schöfbeck
Iceland, National Architectural Heritage Board:
Mr Guðmundur Luther Hafsteinsson
Latvia, State Inspection for Heritage Protection:
Mr Peteris Blums
Lithuania, Monuments of Lithuania:
Ms Irena Staniuniene,
Norway, Directorate for Cultural Heritage:
Mr Kjell Andresen
Sweden, Swedish National Heritage Board:
Mr Pål Anders Stensson (absent 2011)

Ms Inta Baumane, BSR Working Group on coastal culture
and maritime heritage
Mr Peteris Blūms, BSR Working Group on building preservation and maintenance in practice
Mr Andis Cinis, Municipality of Riga
Mr Janis Dripe, Riga City architect
Mr Janis Garjins, National Board of Museums
Mr Janis Lejnieks, scientific adviser
Ms Gunta Lukstina, University of Latvia
Ms Agrita Ozola, Children an Heritage education Working
Group
Mr Juris Urtans, Underwater Heritage Working Group

WORKSHOP ON DIGITISATION
2009 November 9-10, Oslo, Norway

THE 4TH BALTIC SEA REGION CULTURAL
HERITAGE FORUM
TASK FORCE 2009-2010:
MEETINGS
2010 May 11, Riga, Latvia
2009 September 10-11, Riga, Latvia

MEMBERS
State Inspection for Heritage Protection, Latvia:
Chair Mr Juris Dambis,
Secretary Ms Katrina Kukaine, Ms Baiba Murniece
MG Desk, Department of Heritage Protection under the
Ministry of Culture, Lithuania:
Mr Alfredas Jomantas, Ms Marianne Lehtimäki
Directorate for Cultural Heritage of Norway:
Mr Harald Ibenholt
National Board of Antiquities, Finland / Centre for Urban and
Regional Studies, Aalto University:
Mr Mikko Mälkki
National Heritage Board, Sweden:
Mr Christian Runeby
Directorate for Cultural Heritage of Norway:
Mr Iver Schonhowd
With contributions of Latvian experts of thematic activities:
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PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS
AND PARTICIPANTS
Norwegian Archive, Library and Museum Authority,
Ms Brit Holtebekk, Chair
National Board of Antiquities, Finland,
Mr Vesa Hongisto
National Architectural Heritage Board, Iceland,
Mr Nikulas Ulfur Masson
National Heritage Board, Estonia,
Ms Anneli Randla
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Conservation Centre KANUT, Estonia,
Mr Andres Uueni
Ministry of Culture, Lithuania,
Mr Valdas Lucunas
Lithuanian Museums’ Centre for Information,
Digitalisation and LIMIS (Lithuanian Art Museum),
Mr Donatas Saulevičius
Centre of the Bibliography and Book Science
(Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania),
Ms. Regina Varniene-Janssen
State Inspection for Heritage Protection, Latvia,
Ms Baiba Murniece
National Heritage Board, Sweden,
Mr Lars Lundquist
National Digital Archives, Poland,
Mr Rafał Magrys
Norwegian Archive, Library and Museum Authority,
Mr Bernt Olle Dahl
Directorate for Cultural Heritage, Norway,
Mr Joel Boaz
Museum of Cultural History, Norway,
Mr Espen Uleberg

BSR NETWORK ON CHILDREN AND
CULTURAL HERITAGE EDUCATION:
Participants of the Cultural Rucksack Conference start a
study tour in Fredrikstad, Norway in 2011.

MEETINGS
BSR EXPERT NETWORK ON INDOOR
CLIMATE IN CHURCHES:

2011April 8, Fredrikstad, Norway
2009, March 26-27, Tallinn, Estonia

MEETINGS

PARTICIPANTS

2010 September 8, Riga, Latvia
2009 May 4-5, Oslo, Norway

Estonian Ministry of Culture, Marju Reismaa
Lithuania, Department of Cultural Heritage Protection under
the Ministry of Culture, Ms Nijole Narbutaitė
Latvia, Tukums Museum, Ms Agrita Ozola
Arts Council Norway, Ms Åshild Andrea Brekke
National Heritage Board of Poland, Mr Bartosz Skaldawski
and Mr Adam Lisiecki

Picture from the network meeting in Hamburg, May 2011,
where Raine Heimsch presented the heating system in St
Michaels Church. The network has a mailing list consisting
of around 40 experts in the region.
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Working Group on
Heritage Cooperation

Department
of Cultural
Heritage under
the Ministry of
Culture
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